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Any way you slice it, the "percentage"
figure being kicked around locally regarding
"who reads what" is really a little silly. In
the first place, nobody "reads" the radio or
television, and in the second place, the
figures total up to an absurd 175 percent,
which makes the whole "percentage" table
ridiculous, as far as proving anything!
BUT—using the same exact table, one
can similarly deduce that:
(1). 61 percent of the people around here
don't read at all;
(2). 78 percent aren't influenced by any
local paper;
(3). 120 percent read only "free" publications or listen to the radio or television stations;
(4). Only a total of 55 percent subscribe
to one of the three newspapers circulated here that are mentioned in
the questionnaire. Or to reverse
this figure, 120 percent of the people here don't subscribe to any of
them!
If you are a Kentuckian and are like I
am, you do a double-take every time you see
the word "Ky" in a glaring headline and
hastily read the story, only to discover that
it is about this fellow in Vietnam. I'll be
glad when they change over to a Mo, or a
Tenn, or an Ark or a Minn, or some other
abbreviation.

The May, 1970 Illinois Central Magazine has an interesting article on revised
freight train schedules and how the railroad has adopted a new timetable for moving trains quickly and efficiently along its
entire system. To do this, of course, the art(Continued On Page Sbc)
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Four Here Are Named Among Stubblefield Wins
Fulton County Losing "Outstanding
Young Americans
10%,, Census Indicate
Easily On Tuesday
.

According
to preliminary
population count reached by
the Bureau of the Census,
Fulton County has lost 10% of
its population during the past
ten years.
The 1970 preliminary figure
indicates that Fulton County
has dropped to 10,132, as compared with the 1960 official
census count of 11,256. This
amounts to almost exactly a
10% drop.
The figure, released this
week by
district manager
Anita Brown, did not provide
any breakdown for either Fulton or Hickman.
The census bureau will
commence in the fall of 1970
to publish official population
figures for each town, city,
county and state.
The Fulton County News,
which
maintains
accurate
family counts on all five rural
routes out of the Fulton post-

office for third-class mailing
purposes, did, however, find
that in the past few months
approximately 51 families have
moved into the area served by
these routes.

A&P Open Saturday
From 8: am to 8: pm
The Fulton A&P store will be
open Saturday (Memorial Day)
from 8: a. m. until 8: p. m.
The News regrets that the
specific Saturday hours were
unintentionally ommitted from
the A&P ad appearing on page
3, second section, this issue.
CONTRIBUTE TO DRIVE
Residents of South Fulton
contributed $136.46 to the Easter Seal Drive, of which Mrs.
Sammy Haddad was the chairman.

The Fulton Beat
by the

Inquiring
Reporter...

I have yet to see anything of those 17year "locusts" that are supposed to be suddenly appearing anytime now. But one
thing's pretty sure: when they DO emerge
and take a look at the state of the nation,
they'll be glad to go back underground for
another 17 years.
I was telling Ray Hunter a little of the
story on "Hop" Bennett we have in this issue, and about his neighbor Johnny Joe
Campbell and his mishap with the curb service tray. That got a big roar out of Ray, not
because of Johnny Joe's misfortune, but because it recalled one of his own with a trio
of Fulton ladies about the same time.
"One Sunday morning" recalls Ray, "I
was working at the DeMyer Drug Store and
up drove a trio of Fulton sisters, all nicely
dressed, who wanted to enjoy a fountain
drink before going to church. Being the Sunday curb hop too, I went out, took their order, stacked it on a tray, and started out
With it to their car. Just before I reached the
car I stumbled over something and dumped
the whole thing right in their laps.
"I was as embarrassed as I could be, and
apologized to them, and they were good-natured about it. The trio — Mrs. Bob White
and her sisters Elizabeth and Florence hurried home, changed, and made it back in
time for church."

Fulton,
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The names of four FultonSouth Fulton business men
will be included in the upcoming 1970-71 publication of "Outstanding Young Americans."
The four young men who
have been selected are Ron
Laird, Hal Warren, Kenneth
Crews and Joe W. Johnson.
The "Outstanding Young
Americans" publication
is
formulated each year in order
to honor young men, ages 2135, who have made significant
contributions toward bettering
their local communities and

Mackey Named City
Manager Of Fulton
Sturman Mackey, a native Missourian who
has been serving as administrative assistant to
the city manager of Fayetteville, Arkansas, has
been hired as Fulton's new city manager, and
will take office here in June.
Mackey was hired by
unanimous vote of the City
Commissioners Monday night
at their regular meeting. He
will fill the post that has been
vacant since the death of Joe
who served four
McCoy,
months on the job during 1969
until his death.
Except for McCoy's short

Buy A Poppy
On Memorial
Day, May 30
Saturday, May 30, has been
mparned Poppy Day in Fulton.
Members and friends of the
American Legion Auxiliary,
Marshall Alexander Unit No.
72, will be on the streets in
Fulton selling poppies.

Mrs. David Wells (right) and her young neighbor at the Wells'
strawberry patch.

Question: Mrs. Wells, we noticed that you selected the Fulton Shopper to advertise
your strawberry picking. Did you and
Mr. Wells have any particular reason
for singling out the SHOPPER? What
kind of results did it get you?
"We had figured on using
the Fulton Shopper when we
were ready to announce that
our strawberries were ready to
be picked, because I read the
Shopper every week and figured it would be the best paper
to run our ad in.
"We are just as pleased as
we could be over the way
the ad was set up, and the
courteous treatment we received, and the excellent results we had—and are still having from this one ad and the

two spots we had on WFUL.
The day the Shopper came
out, we were covered up with
business, and it has been REAL
good ever since. The ShopperNews combination proved to
us that this is the way to ad-vertise in the future. We didn't
know this many people around
Fulton liked strawberries!"
(Ed's note: The big, plump,
red strawberries on the Wells
farm north of Fulton on US 45
are still being picked this week,
and they are pretty!)

are deserving of national recognition.
This year an impartial committee of Fulton Rotarians
made the local selections which
were then confirmed by a national committee of members
of the
Outstanding Young
Americans Foundation.
A resume of the background
of the four young men, along
with those of other selections
from all parts of the country
will be included in the booklet.
The four local men are all
(Continued on Page Six)

Do you know that this small
red flower, the memorial poppy, is the only memorial flower that is hand-fashioned by
veterans - not machine made?
Do you know that there are no
paid personnel in the poppy
program - and that the only
money expended in the program is for materials and for
the veteran who fashioned the
flower as a part of his rehabilitation?
Since 1921, when the Memorial Poppy was first adopted,
nearly fifty years ago, members of the American Legion
have proclaimed to Americans
in every city and town that this
small red flower is the flower
of remembrance f,or all Americans. Its very history is a matter of Unity. Early attention to
the poppy and its significance
was made by a young Canadian Medical officer, Colonel
John McCrea. It grew on foreign soil - amid the sacrifices
(Continued on Page Six)

time on the job, the post has
been temporarily filled by
Fulton Mayors DeMyer and
Tripp. Since 1968, when former
City Manager Rollin Shaw resigned.
Mackey, 28, was born in
Rome,
Missouri, graduated
cum laude from the School of
the Ozarks, received a BS in
Public Administration from
Southwest Missouri Teachers
College at Cape Girardeau. He
then attended the University of
Kansas, where he received a
Master of Public Administration degree in city management.
Mrs. Mackey is the former
Judy Grymes of Sikeston, Missouri, presently a teacher in
the elementary school system
at Fayetteville.

Frank
Albert Stubblefield
rolled to victory in all 23 First
District counties on Tuesday in
winning a seventh term to the
United State House of Representatives.
The vote: Stubblefield 20,401;
Bobby Joe Sims, 7,999.
In Fulton County the vote
was 727 for the encumbent and
Sims 191. It was a light vote
all over the sprawling district.
Sims came close in one
county — Marshall — where he
was given 731 votes to Stubblefield's 887.
Both Stubblefield and Sims
are from Calloway County but
Stubblefield carried all 19 precincts there in gaining 3,394
votes to Sims' 1,484.
The vote in the Democratic
primary totaled 28,310, about
500 short of the primary two
years ago when there also was
a Democratic primary for a
U. S. Senate seat.
Stubblefield
also
scored
heavily in Hopkins County
where he received 1,005 votes
to 255 for Sims, in Logan County where he defeated Sims by
1,095 to 55, in McCracken
where the count was 3,198 for
Stubblefield and 1,490 for Sims,
in Muhlenberg where Stubblefield won by 501 to 100, and in
Trigg, where Stubblefield led
by 913 to 246.
Graves County provided the
next greatest number of votes
for Sims. lie received 1,066
while Stubblefield was given
1,651 votes.
In one county, Butler, Sims
received just 12 votes. Stubblefield's smallest vote was 174,
also in Butler.
Sims had predicted his
strongest counties were those
of - Muhlenberg, Henderson,.and
McCracken lie dropped lien-

derson by a count of 754
510.
Stubblefield has no Repul
lican opposition this fall.
Stubblefield, 62, is part owner of a drug store in Murray.
Ile served as a railroad commissioner before
defeating
Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield
for the House nomination 12
years ago.
Stubblefield campaig ned quietly for several weeks before the election and flew
back and forth from Washington as his time permitted. He
did not make many public
speeches. His technique, he
said just before the election,
was to spend his time "making friends."
Sims said he had conducted
a strenous campaign. He is an
assistant professor at Murray
State University.
FULTON — Stubblefield 727
Sims 191.
GRAVES
—• Stubblefie
1,651, Sims 1,066.
HICKMAN — Stubblefiei
425, Sims 190.
McCRACKEN — Stubblefield
3,198, Sims 1,490.

Ky. 94 Closed •To
Traffic Temporarily
Ky. 94 was closed to traffic
Monday. May 25, to allow construction of a bridge at Mud
Creek. A detour will be marked over Ky. routes 239, 166,
and 125. The work is expected
to be completed within two
months.
The bridge replacement is a
32 foot long precast concrete
structure and will replace a
multiple culvert of inst. Ecient
size.

Little Tim's Smiles Have Turned To
Heartbreak In A Tragedy-Torn Family
(From The Hickman Courier)

"In as much as ye have done it unto one of
the the least of these my brethren, ye have done
it unto me."
Never has it been more appropriate than
now to put into action this Biblical quotation
from Matthew 25:40.
For in doing so, little James Timothy Henderson, who was seven years old last April, might
be comforted, and certainly it will lift the burden of sadness and heavy medical expenses that
now plagues the family.
Until a couple of weeks ago
little Tim was, for all outward
appearances, a normal, healthy
boy. He played vigorously in
the neighborhood with his little playmates. His bright and
eager personality endeared him

to a large number of adults
who received an extra spark of
happiness when little Tim
would greet them in the mornings and afternoons after
school.
But last week Tim, who has

been the inspiration for happiness, became the cause for
gloom when it was learned
that the young fellow might be
blind in one eye, and has poor
vision in the other.
The story of Tim's plight.
and that of his family, came
to the attention of Hickman
people last week when Robert
"Hammer" Johnson learned
that his little friend and neighbor was seriously ill. It was
heart-breaking news for this
kindly man who has come to
love the little blue-eyed boy
who lives - across the street
from the Two States Concrete
Company, which Mr. Johnson
owns and operates.
Relating the news to the
Courier Mr. Johnson revealed
(Continued on Page Six)

FULTON'S FIRST "CURB SERVICE" FOOD - - - -

Hop"Bennett Recalls The Days When Kozy Korner was "Ihe"Place
(By P. W.)
"Where'd I get the name
`Hop'?? That's a long story.
"Once there used to be a
Chinese laundry over on Main
Street next to the present Coffee Shop, run by a Chinese
named Hop Sing.
"Claude Shelby (now deceased) and I went to school
together at Terry-Norman
School, and as you know, I
have a teddency to stutter
when I talk. Whenever I got
up to recite in class at TerryNorman, I used to stutter, and
Claude started caning me
'Hop' for 'Hop Sing', and
the nickname stuck.
"I think it was sometime
last year—before he died—
Claude stuck his head in the
door of the restaurant one day
and said 'What do you say today, Hop Sing?' We had a
good laugh out of it. Claude
was an old devil."
This is a story about the oldtest restaurint In downtown
Fulton and the man who has
been running it for 37 years,
and still b. His name is Sterling Bennett, but he is better

known as "Hop." Hop operates
the "Kozy Korner" restaurant
at the corner of Lake and Carr
streets, in a tiny white building that overhangs .a concrete
wall on Harris Fork Creek.
Hop is getting up in years now,
and does not operate his business on fixed hours, and
there are probably thousands
of people who pass his place
daily who don't even know
the place is still in business,
but it is.
And once-upon-a-time, Hop
and his little restaurant served
literally thousands of customers a week, and the "Kozy
Korner" was a major attraction for sandwiches on Lake
Street. That goes all the way
back to 1933, when Hop bought
the place from Ellis Heathcott. The present generation of
young drive-in fans may not
know Hop Bennett, but there
was a time when the Nosy
Bonier was THE place to congregate.
We thought you might enjoy
Hop's story. Here it Is.
"I went into the restaurant
business in November 1963,
and I guess I'm the oldest

"beer joint" in town too. Beer
became legal back in the
spring of that year, and I
bought my first beer license
in July 1934.
I didn't name this place Kozy
Korner, though. Montez McDade had married Horton
Baird, a young ballplayer who
came here to play with the
Kitty League team, and they
operated this place before I
had it. They cleaned it all up,
painted it, and gave it its
name. Before that time I don't
even think it had a name. The
Bairds sold it to Ellis Heathcott, and I bought it from him.
Ellis ran it about a year, and
then got a job carrying the
mail to Dukedom twice a day
and both jobs got to be too
much for him. Well, I was in
one day—I was making doughnuts and potato chips and selling them around at different
places — and I bought this
place.
Did you ask, was I making
doughnuts and potato claps at
my home? No, old man Cathey
had a little harness shop next
to DeMyer's market on Commercial avenue, and I made

race each other to try to get
down here first to get a seat.
I remember one night a
bunch of boys in a car were in
such a hurry to get here first,
that they all jumped out of the
car at the same time, and the
car just kept going, on down
the street. I'm not sure, but I
think the Weaks boy from
Water Valley was driving. The
car jumped the curb and stopped in some yard.
As I said, we worked long
hours. Saturday night in Fulton always found the streets
full of people until midnight,
and we tried to close at 12:
but didn't always make it.
Things today are sure a lot different than they were in those
days.
I waited till July 1934 to get
"Hop" Bennett in his "Soap Korner"
my first license for beer, be(Se• Other Pictures On Page 1, Second Section)
cause you could only apply for
this beginning in July of each
doughnuts and potato chips in ed from noon through until year . .. and I sold beer seven
the back of the harness shop.
midnight, when the place days a week until 1908. FalWell, anyhow after I bought closed. We did a good sand- staff was the first bottle beer
this place, I worked hard at wich and ice cream business to come to Fulton, and they
it, seven days a week. I opened too, and our little place got to had a distributor here. After
up every day about 7: am and be quite a high-school hangout. 1938. regulations on beer sales
worked till afternoons or later, After every event over at the were established proand then Herbert Brady work- school, the kids would always hibiting its sale on Sundays,

and after midnight each weekday.
Now the Owl Drug store, and
Evans Drug Store both had
soda fountains, and curb
service, but I guess I was
the first place that started
curb service on food. They'd
blow the horn, and you'd go
out there, and we would fill
their orders, put them on a
little metal tray that hooked on
the outside of the car door, and
they would eat in the car. I
didn't really have a "drive-in"
because the only place you
could "drive-in" was in Fred
Brady's service station next
door, and then only after Fred
had closed the place for the
day. Fred told me one day that
he was going to close up at 8:
o'clock at night, and would let
me use his driveway for parking just as long as I would get
all the paper and trash cleaned
off of it before we went home.
We could seat 15 around the
counter and 12 in the little
room (now closed) on the side
that had booths in it. After
church on Sunday nights,
everyone would rush down here
and fill up the place in just a

fon, minutes.
Rain or shine, summer or
winter, Fulton was always full
of people on Saturdays. I rata
this place by myself until nooth
but after then I had to has,
help, and that is when Herbert
came in. Some people used to
come to town on horses or in
wagons and buggies, and there
was a hitching rack behind
Baldridges where they could
tie their horses. There was a
watering trough .up at Commereial Avenue, and another
one across the tracks over by
City Coal Company somewhere; and there was another
up on East State Line across
from the old Methodist Church,
about where Ham's Garage
now stands.
Who did I have for curb
hops? Well, Herbert used to
do a lot of this himself. Johnny Joe Campbell was one of
the best boys I ever had work
for me. He worked here practically ,all through high school.
Everybody would come in
here and start hollering, and
Johnny would write down their
orders, one at a time. When
(Continued on Page SW

SOCIETY - WOMAN'S-INTEREST
la New Federal Grant Assures
Continuation Of Art Program

Leiter From Washington

The
Stre

By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper

Murray State University has ground, Miss Eagle emphasized
been notified that a federal that instruction by faculty
grant of $19,705 has been members from the art departawarded to the art department ment will be at the college
for the continuation of an level.
adult program of cultural enShe said the purpose of the
richment through the visual program is primarily
two-fold
arts.
—to provide equal opportunity
Commenting that she is and experience
in visual arts
"pleased with the renewal" of to individuals of
the West Kenthe grant, Miss Clara Eagle, tucky area and
to motivate and
chairman of the art depart- encourage developmen
t of
ment, said plans are being more community programs.
made to offer four classes each
Miss Eagle said tentative
semester in West Kentucky
communities during the 1970-1 dates for fall semester classes
during the next school year are
schol year.
Miss Eagle, who will again Oct. 1 through Jan. 31, with
,erve as director, expressed spring term classes tentativeconfidence that "the excellent ly scheduled Feb. 1 through
response we experienced during May 31.
She gave this tentative linethe first year of the program
will be continued next year." up of locations, classes and
instructors
for the fall term:
She credited the assistance of
local groups such as art guilds, Calvert City—Textile design,
chambers of commerce, and Larry Edman.
public school systems with
Benton — Jewelry and ehelping in the effort to realize nameling. Harry Furches.
the maximum benefit from the
Fulton or Clinton—Drawing,
program.
painting and design, Tony
Noting that the non-credit Droege.
classes are open to adults reMurray—Drawing, painting
gardless of educational back- and design. Richard Jackson.

Since Cambodia and Kent government agencies. Often
and now Jackson, Washington the wives, using the familiar
has been in a state of shock method of arm-twisting —
"Mary's husband spoke to us,"
and gloom.
The huge student strike held —inveigle their reluctant h.
here was well organized and bands to give us a briefing.
generally non-violent. Many of
Yesterday, we met in the
the students stayed on to see Senate as Mrs. Mansfield,
their Senators and Congress- Kennedy, Baker, and I invited
men and talk over the prob- the Club to join us in S 107—
lems. It is in the political the same room in the Capitol
forum that everyone has a where the Senate wives gave
right to have his say, explain our luncheon for Mrs. Nixon.
his differences and state his Senator Baker Introduced the
goals.
Senate Parliamentarian who
For a day, Senator Cooper's spoke about the rules governoffice was the headquarters for ing the Senate. Then, thanks
the Yale students. They were to the courtesy of Mr. J. B.
joined „Jay their President, Faulconer from the Keeneland
members of the Yale Corpora- Association in Lexington, we
tion, including Cyrus Vance, were able to see a smashing
former Under Secretary of De- film about Majestic Prince, the
fense and a former U. S. Rep- winner of last year's Derby.
resentative at the Paris Peace It is in glorious technicolor,
Talks, and some of the faculty. masterfully narrated by Mr.
Also at the office were many Faulconer himself and shows
students from Claremont and the triumphant life of the KenPomona Colleges in California tucky colt bred by Leslie
and students from Centre Col- Combs at Spendthrift Farm
lege that John was particular- There are shots of his ear,y
life galloping in the fields with
ly happy to welcome.
Senator Cooper's staff was his dam, the Keeneland sale
enthusiastic about the new ar- where I recognized so many
rivals who conducted their friends, and where the Prince
campaign in an intelligent and brought the highest price of
orderly manner. This is the any yearling. On to his first
most effective procedure and winning races at Santa Anita in
the best way to get results and California and back to Kentucky for the Derby.
clear up misunderstandings.
(From The Hickman Courier) Wells Hall. When Elizabeth
We were with President
Ruth Ann Throgmorton
Here is the quote of the day
Hall was opened in 1964, she
from the New York Times Nixon and his party last year
Three women who have ser- was transferred
there.
HOPING FOR THREE STRAIGHT—Margo Mantle (standing) which reflects the thinking of on the top floor of Churchill
ved on the Murray State UniMrs. Barry estimated that
Downs where I developed the
versity staff for a total of 45 she
has supervised the dormi- of Bardwell, a sophomore at Murray State University, prepares many Young people.
most hideous vertigo in trying
years have announced their re- tory life
"We're all faced with the to
approximately 2,- her wardrobe for her trip Sc, the annual Mountain Laurel Fesof
see the race. Maureen
tirement or resignation. They 500
decision
in
this
country whe- Mansfield who
girls in her nine years on tival at Pine Mountain State Park near
had flown from
Pineville May 28-31. She ther to break off from the
are Mrs. Mary B. Barry, Mrs. campus.
Es- Washington with the
President,
will represent the univers;ty in competition to select a festival tablishment completely or
Mary W. Farmer, and Mrs. "The
to had the same
work has been most
experience. So
Sarah
H. Panzera.
The First United Methodist Church of Tipfascinating," she said. "I've queen. Assisting her is her roomate, Nancy Watson of Arling- try to change it. I just think we were really
seeing
the 1969
tonville, Tennessee will be the setting June 28th Heading the trio in years of really enjoyed it. I have look- ton, also a sophomore. Miss Mantle, a 5-3 brown-eyed brunette, the system is too strong to go Derby for the first time.
outside it, but we can change
service with 27 is Mrs. Pan- ed forward to it, day after
The ladies began to stand up
for the wedding of Miss Ruth Anne Throngmor- zera, who has resigned. Mrs.
will be trying to bring the title of queen back to Murray State it by electing the
right people. and cheer
day."
as the red Prince
ton and Mr. Chris Ray Hunter.
Barry and Mrs. Farmer, each
Miss Lillian Tate, dean of for the third straight year. The two previous winners were Mrs. The people on the far left ac- continued his
The parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sidney of whom has been on the staff women, praised Mrs. Ilarry's Carolyn Albert Coryell in 1968 and Mrs. Kay Pinkley Roede- complish nothing except to tacular wins series of specthrough the
polarize the cel:dry."
stay on campus. "We hate to meier in 1%9.
Throgmorton of Wynnburg, Tennessee, and Mr. nine years, are retiring.
Preakness until his first defeat
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Mrs. Panzera joined the see her go, for she has given
Jeannie Kemper
by Arts and Letters at the Beland Mrs. John Ray Hunter of Fulton, Kentucky. Murray
State staff in 1937 and such wonderful service to the
Junior at Long Beach
mont.
State College
Miss Throgmorton is the City, Illinois. and the late Mrs. for five years was secretary to girls and to the university."
Afterwards, we bad tea in
the director of public relations, "She is held in high esteem
The membership of my In- the Majority
grand daughter of Mrs. Rich- Mabel Brewster.
Leader's beautiternational Club includes 20 ful rooms right
The bride-elect was a gradu- the late E. FL Smith. During by the girls," the dean added,
ard Major Throgmorton and
across the hall
Ambassadors' wives, the wives where the
the late Mr. Throgmorton, and ate of Lake County High the "war years" she worked in "because it was obvious she
of the Cabinet and Chiefs of tinued, not conversation concared about them."
Mrs. John Williams Phillips School, and she attended the her home town, Cadiz, Ky.
about
the excellent
Staff and 20 Senate and House Parliament
Although she has not made
and the late Mr. Phillips of University of Tennessee. She is
In 1946 she returned to the
arian, but on MaKim Harrison a fifth grade
Division 46; first Robin wives. We have excellent pro- jestic
presently employed as secre- campus as secretary to Dr. "any real plans" for her reWynnburg.
Prince's
winning
personMr. Hunter is the grandson tary for Pope Steiner and William G. Nash, vice-presi- tirement, except to return to student from Hickman Ele- Gardner, second Daryl Watts grams each month, sometimes ality. This was the
only careat an Embassy, or in one of our free
of Mr. K. Homra and the late' Company in Memphis, Tennes- dent for academic affairs, who Hickman, Mrs. Barry said her mentary 11 has been named the and third Steve Williams.
interlude in the week.
hobbies—knitting, gardening, first place winner in the 1970
Division 7-8; first Andy LatMrs. K. Homra of Fulton, and see.
will retire June 30.
County Beautification Program tus, second
The prospective bride-groom
Mr. Walter Hunter of Granite
Donna Merryman
While her husband, Dr. Pete and playing bridge—would "oc- poster contest.
graduated from Fulton High Panera. whom she
cupy much time."
and third Sandra Marney.
Second place went to Beth, Hickman Elementary 11;
School, and is now a senior at 1950. was on leave married in
With 15 years' experience in
completing
Caldwell
Murray State University.
a
third
elementary
grade
First, Kim Harrison, Second
student
and high schools in
his PhD degree at the University of Kentucky, Mrs, Panzera Fulton and Hickman counties, at Cayce Elementary and third Jan Davie and third Terry
On June 2nd, 1970 at 7:30
was secretary to a UK dean for she will probably . become a place was won by Lynda Alex- Seaton. No posters in category
substitute teacher, she added. ander a sixth grader from 13 and 7-8 were entered from p, m. the 1970 8th Grade Com- ments in all 8 grades will be
nearly two years.
recognized at this time.
Mrs. Farmer, the widow of Cayce.
this school.
mencement exercises will be
Until 1966 her duties included
All parents and friends are
Roy S. Farmer, Murray, who
There
held
were
at
140
Cayce
posters
School.
in
Cayce
The
Elementary; Divlsion
Rev. cordially
keeping records on all vetinvited to attend both
died about a year ago, has the contest from three county 1-3, first, Beth
Ronald
Cruse
of
the
CrutchCaldwell, secerans attending Murray State
programs.
been the attendant in the girls' elementary schools. No posters ond Jeff Griffin
fieldi
Baptist
Church
will
deunder
and
the G. I. Bill.
Alan
(From The Hickman Courier)
locker room in Carr Health were entered from Western Goodman and
third Jodi Rob- liver the address and the Rev. The list of graduates are as
"Mrs. Panzera is a very ef- Building for nine years.
Elementary.
Jim Walizer of First Christian follows:
During the past school year,
erts.
ficient secretary," Dr. Nash
"She will be sorely missed,"
Church of Hickman will also
the Cayce eighth graders have
The
Ann Austin, Annie Brown.
Horticultur
e
oepartmen
t
Division
4-6;
first Lynda
Anna Lou Caldwell. and said, "always quite loyal to said Dr. Chad L. Stewart, of
been working on various monPam Brown, Jackie Campbell,
Fulton County High School Alexander, second Ronnie assist in the program.
Murray
State."
chairman of the health and was the sponsor of the
ey-making projects so at the Ramelle Pigue have returned
Barry
Cardwell, Beverly CardThe 1970 valedictorian is
contest Workman and third Bobby
A native of Hickman, Ky., physical education department
end of school we could enjoy home after attending the State
. and wishes to thank all stu- Hill.
Miss Ann Austin, daughter of well, Jason Cox, Brian Cruce,
an 8th grade banquet. Some of Convention of the B&PW Clubs Mrs. Barry came to the camp- "The girls fealty do care for dents, parents and teachers for
Deborah
Mr.
Curlin, Donald Crit
and
Mrs. Jack Austin of
Division 7-8; first Brent
our projects were bake sales, which was held May 22-24 at us in 1961 as an assistant house her, because she has taken a their participation.
Cruse, second Janice Harrison. Cayce and the salutatorian is tendon, Mike Hayden.
director
the
and
Executive
was
assigned
Inn
in
Louisto
warm
interest
in them."
a ear wash, and the entering
Miss Shirley McClellan, dauCash prizes were awarded/in
Also Sandra Hill, Dennis
• '9
and winning of a float in the ville. Ky.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jones, Jana Kyle, Billy Lilieach division: The prizes were
MEMPHIS- VISITORS
Union City Christmas Parade. They report an interesting
McClellan, Route 4, Hickman. ker, Shirley McClellan, Jim
furnished by the Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. Kensel Bruner The third
Finally on Friday. May ,.and informative meeting, with
Chamber of Commerce.
ranking member Moss, Anita Myatt, Danny
and sons visited her sister, of the class,
eighth, we had our reward, a National President Myra Ruth
Dennis Jones, son Owens, Patsy Pettigrew.
Division winners were: Hick- Mrs. Robert Skidmore
banquet and dance at the Harmon as guest speaker Friand
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Tommy Jones
man Elementary 1 Division 1-3 family in Memphis
Also Robert Polk, Ralph
Derby in Fulton. Besides the day night, and Dr. R. Travis
First Timothy Wilkerson, sec- Saturday. RandallFriday and of Cayce will be Honors Day Stroud, Bobby Sublett, Thomas
28 students, we were accom- Otey of Union University,
received
Speaker
at
a
program on Sergerson, Ricky
ond Dawn Wiseman and third medical examinatio
Walters,
panied by our principal and Jackson, Tenn. speaker at the (From The Hickman Courier) butions of everyone.
ns on Fri- Thursday morning, June
4 at Carole Woodruff, Mark Wilson,
day.
The craft leader, Mrs. Jim Gregg Gaskins.
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Saturday night meeting. Also
8:30
a.
m.
"The
Future
Outstandin
of
Our
g
World
achieveMartha Wilson.
Burke, gave a lesson and demLester; our teacher, Mr. Char- State Officers for the year Lies in What we are
Eating
onstration on making decorales Terrett and our room moth- 1970-1971 were installed.
Today"
was
the
subject
about
The
Convention
was well aters and their husbands Mr. and
which Mrs. Grace Prince chose tive fruits and vegetables from
lye soap. Plans were made for
Mrs. Harry Sublett and Mr. tended by delegates from 80 to speak, when she
met with
clubs,
representin
g
3,682
memand Mrs. Walters.
the Chestnut Glade Home a work day in the early part of
bers
of
Kentucky
B&PW
Clubs.
Our party began at seven,
Demonstration Club, with Mrs. next club year, which will beconsisting of a delicious buffet
Ellen Brown serving as hos- gin July 1, 'to make items
dinner of fried chicken. After
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
tess. Mrs. Prince stressed that demonstrated.
we had enjoyed our luscious
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, the
"the way we eat is the way
meal by candle light, we
Home
Management leader,
we feel." She insisted that we
watched slides, furnished by
Dear Ann Landers: Is there gay." Another said, "Homo- This "habit"
only do our best when we are gave timely house-cleaning
I realize he needs someone
Mrs. Albert Moss. These slides
such a thing as homosexuality sexuality is a natural pheno- back to the probably goes
feeling our best and that a pro- hints.
days when his
were pictures of ourselves in
Fonda Adams of Fulton has per diet is essential
Mrs.- Paul Reams gave a re- among cats? We have a male menon which occurs in all mother called him to the table to talk to but he tells me such
for anyone
early years. We truly enjoyed been elected secretary of Kap- to -feel his or
her best.
and he used the stalling tech- intimate things I get depressed
port from the Garden and Siamese who wants nothing to species, especially cows."
every time we go out. I've
these delightful slides.
pa Omicron Phi honorary
Two veterinarians s a i d, nique as a mechanism to keep
The very interesting davo- Home Beautification meeting do with female cats. He has
After the tables were cleared, home economics society at
Laughingly said, "I'm no
given
many
opportunities "There is no such
been
she
attended
in
from
Dresden
tional
being
was
thing
given
recentas
"ordered around." shrink," and have tried to
by Mrs. Lawe danced until around 10:30, Murray State University for
to make friends with any num- homosexuality among animals,
ly.
She
demonstrat
You
verne
ed
the
proOwensby
aren't
using
going
the
to change change the subject. But it's
topic
during this time we were ser- next semester.
"Open Eyes", with appropriate per way to prune roses for ber of attractive, healthy girl if we mean by homosexuality, him, so change your routine.
ved refreshments. After more
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. scripture selections.
best results and also gave dif- cats but he ignores them all the aberration as it occurs in Announce that dinner will be useless. He goes on and on.
dancing we soon had to leave. Robert M. Adams of Rt. 4
We are both 17, but I feel
and chums up to the males.
humans." I'm inclined to ac- served at a certain time, Give
Mrs. Prince announced that ferent plants to members.
The night was very enjoyable Hickman, Fonda is also a
like 100 after three hours with
first we thought it was cept the word of the last two him 30 minutes notice. Call him
At
recreation
The
was
directed
officers
the
for
next
and
club Year
unforgettable. E ven member of Alpha Omicron Pi
him. What should I do?—
doctors
once. If he's involved in some- Psyched
though the banquet was over, social fraternity, Alpha Lamb- would have to be elected at by Mrs. Jpe Killebrew, with funny. Now we are concerned
Out
thing else, go ahead and eat
this meeting, due to having Mrs. Orvin Morrison the win- that he is not normal. Please
we would never forget this de- da Delta honor society, and
Dear
Some people
the
and let Sonny Boy have the don't Psyched:
lightful night and the activities Home Economics Club at the year book printed. The ner. The door prize was given let us know if our suspicions
listening—particumind
Dear
Ann
Landers: I enjoy dried out
correct.
are
North
Carolina
—
to
Mrs.
reheated
Myrtle
Temple.
hash—when larly if they feel it serves a
we have done the past year.
cooking and I prepare good he gets
Murray State. She is a junior previous officers were elected
Refreshments were served to Problem
ready.
to serve another year: Mrs.
Shirley McClellan
useful purpose. Since you DO
meals. Please tell me why my
home economics major.
fifteen
members,
Harvey
4VIrs.
Vaughan.
Prince
president;
Dear N. C.: I checked with husband NEVER can come to
8th grade secretary
mind,
1m/ceding
Dear Ann Landers: My con- has a and the boy's
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, vice- and six children.' The next five veterinarians and came the table
depressing effect on you,
when I call him. He science is
NAMED EXECUTIVE
meeting will be in the home of away with three -different anbothering
president;
Mrs.
me.
Jimmie
WestJordy
earse him off your date list—
has either just started to read and I
RESTING WELL
Mrs. Janice Patterson. dau- brook, secretary, and Mrs. Jim Mrs. Lavern Owemby. Visitors swers.
used to have t lot of fun. gently.
something, or he is involved Then
Mrs. E W James was taken ghter of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Burke, treasurer.
are invited.
he began to confide in me
veterinaria
with
a TV show, or he must and tell
One
n said, "Yes,
to Obion County Hospital in Patterson, of South Fulton, has
me his innermost feelThe Cancer Crusade chairHow will you know when the
your cat may well be a homo- make some phone calls. I ings.
Union City Saturday where she been named by the Mayor of man, Mrs. Laverne Owensby,
Our dates have turned into real
sexual—if
thing comes alone Ask
he
nearly
has
a
get
hormonal
apoplexy
because
of psychiatric sessions.
CONGRATULATIONS
is reported to be resting well Rockford, Illinois, as Execu- announced that $122.00
Now he Ann Landers. bend for her
had
imbalance resulting from cas- his maddening habit. He soya openly
following a sudden Illness tive of the Human Relations been contributed by the Chestverbalizes
his
hatred
E. R "Happy" Harton of tration." Another said, "Cats he can't help it and I should get
booklet "Love Or Sex And How
which overcame her while at- Commksion. Mrs. Patterson, nut Glade community
for his mother, his fear of his To
and that Union City has been elected can become neurotic if sub- off his back.
Tell The Difference." Send
tending an auction sale. She is mother of three, will resume those who collected
father, his competitiveness 35e
for the lieutenant governor of the jected to neurotic people. A
in coin and a long, selfWhat should I do?—Las Vegas with his brother and his
reportedly resting well
her position on June 1.
drive appreciated the contri- Union City Kiwanis Club.
disgust
addressed,
melancholy cat might turn
stamped envelope
Dear L. V.: Get off his back. with his sister.
with your request.

Hickman's Mrs. Mary Barry
Retires From Duties At MSC

Throgmorton-Hunter Wedding
Will Be Held In Tiptonville

Three County Schools Enter
140 Posters In Competition

Eighth Graders Graduate
At Cayce Tuesday June 2

Cayce Students
Rewarded With Ladies Return
Banquet. Dance From B&PW
Convention

15 Enjoy Home Demonstration
Club Meeting At Chestnut Glade
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IN FLANDERS' FIELD

ngton

The Cambodian Campaign In A Nutshell:
Strengthen Vietnam; Weaken The Enemy
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Because the subject is pertin- placement capabilities; and it
ent, and because so many people would thus have posed a critically
have not had an opportunity to increased threat to remaining
delve into the 'official" reason of U. S. forces nearby across the
our involvement in Cambodia, we South Vietnamese border. This
are going to use this space this would have undermined the feasiweek to reprint the following. It bility of continuing the Presiwas received this week from the dent's policy of withdrawal of U.
Department of State in Washing- S. troops from South Viet-Nam.
The U. S./Vietnamese operaton and, as you will note, is an anin Cambodia is limited in extion
them.
swer to a letter sent
tent, purpose, and duration. It is
a combined U. S. - South Viet"The North Vietnamese have
Nam strike that involves several
for
Cambodia
had sanctuaries in
enemy sanctuaries and admajor
five years. Why did President jacent border territories. The diNixon wait until now to order rect objective of this military opU. S. ground operations into that eration is to capture enemy stores
neutral country?"
and supplies; to disrupt CommunL. K. Y.
ist logistics and communications
Woodmere, N. Y.
capabilities; and to prevent the
from building his forces in
enemy
Y.:
K.
L.
Dear
the sanctuary areas in preparation
While these sanctuaries have for attacks on U. S. and allied
long been a problem for U. S. and forces in South Viet-Nam. When
allied forces in South Viet-Nam, this is achieved, our forces will
until recently the Cambodian withdraw into South Viet-Nam.
Government was able to limit Some U. S. forces have already
their use even though North Viet- done so. The President has annamese actions were a clear viola- nounced that the great majority of
tion of Cambodia's neutrality. In U. S. troops will be out of Camrecent months increasing North bodia by the second week of June,
Vietnamese use of the sanctuaries and that the operation will be
prompted the Cambodian authori- concluded by the end of June.
ties to place further restrictions on
The presence of our forces
the flow of supplies to Communist and those of South Viet-Nam in
forces. In fact, Prince Sihanouk Cambodia is not an invasion of
was actually traveling to Moscow that country. The areas in which
and Peking to seek to help in re- these attacks have been launched
ducing Communist use of Cam- are completely occupied and conbodian territory when he was trolled by North Vietnamese
ousted from power in the capital, forces.
Phnom Penh.
We have not violated CamWhen the Lon Nol govern- bodia's neutrality; we are there
ment replaced Sihanouk, it tried with the approval of the Camto enforce Cambodian neutrality bodian Government, which seeks
more strictly by closing Sihanouk- to restore its neutrality by ending
ville to Communist traffic and the illegal North Vietnamese ocseeking negotiations to obtain a cupation of part of its territory.
Viet Cong/North Vietnamese The United States has recognized
Army withdrawal from Cambod- the sovereignty, independence,
ian territory. In April the North neutrality, and territorial integriVietnamese began moving more ty of Cambodia since the 1954
actively out of their sanctuaries Geneva accords.
Destroying the North Vietand deeper into Cambodia in an
effort to establish a solid Com- namese installations and supplies
munist-held zone reaching to in the sanctuaries should win at
Sihanoukville and the sea aong least six to ten months for further
600 miles of the Cambodian-South strengthening the South Vietnamese forces to meet future threats
Vietnamese border.
This would have given them from this area without assistance
a far stronger position in Cambod- from U. S. units. This should
ia than they had ever had; it make it possible to continue withwould have assured them of po- out interruption the U. S. troop
tentially unlimited supply and re- withdrawal program.

Worst Agitators At UK
Were "outsiders"
Kentuckians have just recently been treated to the disgraceful spectacle of violent demonstrations at their own University of Kentucky campus, which
elements of the State militia were
called out to quiet.
Students planning to graduate this month found classes disrupted by the affair, and considerable inconvenience and irritation resulting.
It is interesting for Kentuckians to note that of the 43 students
arrested in the 3-day affair, the
Second-class postage paid et Punts. Ky.
0041
Address all mall (subscriptions, change ell
eddress. Farms 3171) Is Peet Office Ilex SP
Fulton, Kentucky 421141
Subscription Retain K3.11 par year In Fulton,
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and Weakley Counties, Tern. Ilisarakere
throughout the United Stolle $4.111 per year.
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Tax.
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aim

In Flanders' field the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,

•

That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks still bravely singing fly,
Scarce heard amidst the guns below.
We are dead; short days ago we lived;
Felt dawn,saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders' field.
Take up our quarrel with the foe,
To you from failing hands we throw
The Torch - be yours to hold it high;
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders' field.
— Col. John McCrae

FULTON'S

1_12-Erry COMar
BY LUCY DANIEL

bilities exist almost everywhere, in town or country,
such as pretty seedpods, attractive weeds, stones with
strange markings, cones, etc.
for adults and children, this
book will serve as a guide for
many original ideas.

FOR
LOOKING
STILL
Morrall. The pages of this book
by John Bedford. This
vibrate with the facts sur- JUNK,
concerns itself with many
rounding one of the great mo- book
omitted from John
ments in sports history, the collectibles
previous volumes. it
1969 Super Bowl contest be- Bedford's
especially on relatween the Baltimore Colts and -concentrates
new "junk"—late Victhe New York Jets. Earl Mor- tively
that early neorather
rall, quarterback of the Colts, torian
life: how Georgian rather than Edwardto
saga
the
brings
POISONS IN YOUR FOOD, it felt to come off the bench ian— and Art Nouveau, newest
antique style of all. As the
by Ruth Winter. Have you had to lead a superior team.
reader can tell by the author's
your poisons today? When ysa
your
loving accounts of old things,
sit down to eat a meal in
TRY AND STOP ME, by he himself is a life-long colown home or in one of the
a
is
book
This
Cerf.
drinking
Bennett
and
eating
540,000
lector and an internationally
places in the United States, rich, deep, high, wide and recognized expert on antiques
you take it for granted that the handsome treasure-trove of the —old and "new."
food is wholesome and nutri- best anecdotes and stories peotious.,Unless you have access ple have ever palmed off as
NO
NUDES IS GOOD
to special knowledge—medical their own. It would be a crass NUDES, by P. G. Wodehouse.
a
is
there
that
say
into
antruth
qualified
data, reports of
Skulduggery and romance run
vestigators, and findings be- laugh on every page. There are riot in this fabulously funny
hind the "vital statistics"—it several laughs to every page. novel, featuring the inimitable
may not occur to you that it is
Hon. Galahad Threepwood and
now impossible for you to eat
FROM PETALS TO PINE- including as well a NUDE (an
an ordinary meal or to give a CONES, by Katherine N. Out- oil painting of one) which is
child milk from a bottle that ler. In the South where flow- stolen. PIGS (or specifically
is not contaminated with pes- ers bloom constantly, on the one prize pig, the Empress of
ticides or other poisons. In this Pacific coast with its varieties Elandings). Pelicans (not real
documented account it tells of of pinecone, in all parts of the pelicans but the members of
the dangers you face and what country, nature provides a huge the Pelican Club, whose outyou can do to protect yourself storehouse of lovely things standing member is Gally).
and your family.
one can collect to make deco- PSYCHIATRISTS (and pseurations and gifts for sick dopsychiatrists—it's sometimes
IN THE POCKET: My life friends, holidays, or occasions hard to tell which) and
LOVERS (whose
as a quarterback, by Earl in between. Naturecraft possi- YOUNG
THE LIBRARIAN AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY RECEIVED A LETTER LAST
YEAR ADDRESSED, "MR.
L. I. Brarian. Dear Mr. Br,.Ian."

1

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock

JOHNSON GRASS CAN BE
CONTROLLED
Johnsun Grass is a great
problem facing a lot of farmers in Obion County, but Johnson Grass can be effectively
controlled. Even though we can
control Johnson Grass, as yet
we cannot eradicate this grass
from a farm because Johnson
Grass seed will stay in the soil
and germinate for years.
A number of Obion County
farmers such as: Jimmy Rainey, James Harold Abbott, 0.
P. King, Veryl Albright, James
Carl Hammond, and John T.
Martin have demonstrations
that heavy infestations of
Johnson Grass can be controlled. If you have a field with
heavy infestation of Johnson
Grass we suggest using the control methods outlined below
and growing soybeans this crop
season.
If your fields are heavily infested with Johnson Grass
either fallow the land or apply
Dowpon to the grass before
planting the soybeans. If fallowing, disk thoroughly at intervals of 4 to 6 days for a

total of about 10 diskings before planting.
If using Dowpon apply when
the Johnson Grass is 8 to 12
inches high, the temperature is
above 70 degree F., and soil
moisture is adequate for rapid
Johnson Grass growth. Use at
the rate of 6 to 8 pounds of
acid equivalent in 20 -to 40 gallons of water per acre. A surfactant containing 80 to 100
percent active ingredient should
be used at the rate of 1 pint
per 25 gallons of water. Plow
the land thoroughly 3 to 5 days
after application and wait at
least 2ii2 weeks after plowing
before planting soybeans.
Either of the above treatments controls about 90 percent of the Johnson Grass
rhizomes. Control the seedling
Johnson Grass by applying
either Planavin or Treflan.
Cultivate shallow as soon as
possible to control Johnson
Grass that escaped the above
treatments. Two or more cultivations will be needed in most
fields.
For several years following
these control measures, preemergence chemicals must be
used to control seedling Johnson Grass. For soybeans -this
would include such herbicides
as Treflan. Planavin or Lasso.
For corn such herbicides could
be used as Atrazine - Sutan
Mix. &gall. or Lasso.

course runs far from smooth, BANGS DISEASE CONTROL
until Gaily is finally able to
Beginning April 15, the age
get in his' unscruplous solution limit of cattle to be identified
and blood tested under the
to it all).
Tennessee Market Cattle Testing Program was reduced from
THE DEAD SEA CIPHEr., two to one year of age. This
by Elizabeth Peters. The door means that all male and feof Dinah's hotel room burst male cattle that are one year
open and Tony Cartwright stag- of age or older are to be idenwith white backtags
gered in, falling to the floor tified
unconscious. Dinah rushed to when marketed and blood testhead.
bloody
ed as they go to slaughter:
him and lifted his
When Tony had warned her
In studying blood test records
that the bits of conversation of brucellosis infected herds, a
she had heard in Beirut meant significant number of animals
danger she had ignored him. less than two years of age
Now she had to believe him. have been found to be infected.
Her world took on new and It is for this reason that vetfrightening dimensions.
ernarians felt it necessary to
lower the age limit and in-elude these younger animals
NIGHTCLIMBER, by Jon in the Market Cattle Testing
Manchip White. A true cliff Program. Otherwise, a serious
hanger, both literally and fig- gap in screening coverage
uratively, this highly original would occur.
Until now, the scrl.ening of
novel features a hero ridden by
a compulsion to climb. What cattle less than two years of
sets him apart is that he climbs age has not been practical bebuildings, not mountains — a cause of the influence of calfrather unusual pastime which hood vaccination on test proleads him into danger where cedures. Since 1966, over 95
he must, indeed, leap for his percent of calfhood vaccination
life. At Cambridge. he had been in Tennessee has been disconone of the Nightclimbers: the tinued. At present, veternarians
elect but illegal band of stu- do not feel that vaccination
dents who make perilous as- will be a significant influence
cents of the roofs and pinnacles in screening the younger aniof the university's buildings. mals.
Be assured that the livestock
Now a noted authority of Spanish art, he is living and work- industry complete cooperation
ing in Madrid, wondering where in this improvement of the
on earth he will find necessary Market Cattle Testing Profunds to pay his overdue in- gram will be greatly appreciated and will hasten the day
come tax.
when brucellosis will be completely eradicated.

Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Cochran, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Hogg and little daughter, Miss Mary
Royster, Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Whayne, Mrs. Ted
Bush, Mrs. Elbert Johns, Mrs. M. W. Haws, and
Miss Lois Mobley.

Farm Dates To Remember
June 1 -- Feeder Pig Sale Dresden.
June 2 - Feeder Pig Sale Lexington.
June 10 - Feeder Pig Sale Brownsville.
June 10 - Lamb Pool - Jackson

The Garden Department of The Fulton Woman's Club had its last meeting of the year at the
Roma Satterfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. club home. Hostesses for the afternoon were
Satterfield and Edwin Bondurant, son of Mesdames Daisy Terry, John Henson, Ray GraA.
T.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bondurant were presented the ham, W. C. Graham, Vester Freeman, Will McFor instance, the "student" American Legion medal at the commencement Dade and Horace Woefle. Others present were
fined the heftviest—$250 and 30 exercises for the eight graders.
Mrs. Jess Fields and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Sr.
days in jail--t-was from Seattle,
Washington 'and 26 years old;
The Glad Girls Sunday School Class of the
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Fulton countians who expect
others included students from First Baptist Church met at the home of Mrs. H.
May 29, 1925
to apply for social security in
Garden Grove, California; Wash- L. Milstead on West State Line with Mrs. Max
the next year or o will have a
ington; Savannah, Georgia, Gran- McKnight and Mrs. Fred Carden co-hostesses.
Rev. 011ie J. Sowell and Mrs. Sowell left choice of signing up early, for
ville, Ohio, and "no address."
Members present were: Mesdames D. Fry, Char- Fulton this week, for Oklahoma, where he has a smaller rate, or waitingto unget
til regular sign-un time
burning
les Green, Richard Myatt, Lewis Bizzle, Porter accepted another pastorate. He was pastor of the the full benefit rate.
It all adds fuel to the
here.
Church
Christian
First
Avery
Ruddle,
Insured workers and their
question of whether these things Tivigg, Neal Clinard, Newton
spouses have a choice of signare spontaneous 'outbursts of the Hancock, Lowell Williams, Larry Latham, VirRev. 0. J. Sowell delivered the baccala- ing up as early as age 62 at
local population, or provoked at ginia Furlong, Carl Hastings and Miss Sara Colbenefits, or waiting
ureate sermon to the South Fulton seniors Sun- reduced
the urging and with the leaderhip lins.
until age 65 for the full beneWaylon
day. The class included the following:
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Pittman were held Thursday
Funeral services for Mrs.
morning in Hopkins and Brown Nettie Joyner were held in
Funeral Home, with Rev. Hornbeak Funeral Home chapRandall Johnson officiating. el on Wednesday, May 27, with
Burial was in Walnut Grove Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of
cenwtery in Gibson County, the First- United Methodist
Tenn.
Church, officiating. Burial was
Mr. Pittman, a retired farm- in Fairview Cemetery.
er of Route 1, Fulton, died at
Mrs. Joyner died Monday,
his home Tuesday afternoon, May 25, in McAlister Rest
May 19.
Home, following a long illness.
Mrs. Joyner, 90, was born in
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Effie Pittman; three daugh- Weakley County, Tenn., the
ters. Mrs. Martha Hunt of daughter of the late Mr. and
Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Hazel C. Mrs. Green Exum. She was the
Milligan of Clapet, Tex., and widow of W. L. Joyner, who
Mrs. Nettie Kelly of Houston; died in 1944, and was a longthree sons. William and Leslie time resident of Fulton. She
Pittman of Clinton; and James had been a member of the
Pittnian of Kemper, Tex.; two Firsf United Methodist °lurch
brothers, Joseph Pittman of for more than fifty years and
Jackson. Tenn., and Vollie was a member of the Susanna
Pittman of Winfield, La.; Wesley Sunday School Class.
eleven grandchildren and three -Surviving are one son, Wade
great-grandchildren.
Joyner, of Macon, Ga., two
grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren; also three nephews, which include. Milton
and Thomas Exum of Fulton,
Dewey Humphreys died on and one niece.
Tuesday. May 19, in the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Thursday afternoon. May 21,
Mrs. Nancy Jones died sudin Hopkins and Brown Funeral
C'hapel at Clinton, with Rev. denly of a heart attack in
If. M. Suthard and Rev. Char- Western State Hospital on
le: McKenzie officiating. Bu- Monday, May 25.
rial was in Mount Pleasant
Funeral services were held
Cemetery.
Wednesday, May 27. in BarMr. Humphreys, 72. was a rett Funeral Home chapel,
retired farmer of Route 1, with Rev. Robert Dill, pastor
Clinton, living in the Fulgham of the First Baptist Church,
c.un munity.
officiating. Burial was in HickSurviving are nis one. Mrs. man City Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 70, was a resiLillian Bullock Humphreys:
one daughter. Mrs. Noklia dent of Hickman.
She is survived by three sisCalvin of Bellevue.
two
sisters, -Mrs. Eva Morganti of ters, Mrs. Ella Matheny of
Mayfield and Mrs. Phettine Hickman. Mrs. W. E. EdUnderdown of California; one wards of Cairo and Mrs. C. H.
.brother. Leslie Humphreys of Johnson of Saginaw, Mich.
('aseyville, Ill., two grand- children and three great-grandchildren.
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Dewey Humphreys

Church Picture Courtesy of Gardner's Studio.
Mrs. Irene Griffin and Mrs.
Hillis Turner died on Wed- Jewell Damron, of Martin,
nesday. May 21. Funeral ser- visited Mr. and Mrs. Ulyess
vices were held Friday after- Dortch last Wednesday evenoon, May 22, at Palmersville ning.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlas BlackCemetery, with Bowlin Funeral home in charge of ar- ard are grandparents again.
Mr.
and Mrs. Drew Maloan
rangements.
announce the arrival of a baby
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. girl in the °Won
County HosHattie Harris Turner; four pital last Thursday.
The other
brothers, Dewey and Harley grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs.
Turner of Palmersville, Hancie Richard Maloan,
of Martin.
Turner of Cottage Grove and
Late reports from Mrs. 0Bernice Turner of Newark, bera Shanklin,
who is a patient
Del., and two sisters, Mrs. Lil- in the
Baptist Hospital at
lian Bynum of Palmersville Memphis, have
not been too
and Mrs. °della Stephenson of favorable.
Detroit.
Jack Pinkston, of Macon,
Ga., has been vacationing with
his mother, Mrs. Cordie Pinkston, in Dresden and Mrs. Mollie Bet Simpson and other relaMrs Isola Twigg died early tives in this community.
Sunday morning, May 24, in
Several friends and neighbors
Haws Memorial Nursing Home, attended the_household shower
following a long illness.
for Mrr-Ada Rhodes at New
Funeral services were held Hope Church last Friday eveMonday afternoon, May 25, in ning. She recently lost her
Ifornbeak Funeral Home home by fire. She has bought
chapel, with Rev. Gerald a 'trailer and is now at home
Stow, pastor of the South Ful- again.
ton Baptist Church. officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Powers,
Burial was in Greenlea Ceme- of Paris, visited Mr. and Mrs.
tery.
Chess Morrison last Sunday.
Mrs. Twigg. 90, was born ;n
Chess Morrison isn't so well
Hickman County, the daughter this week. His visitors were:
of the late Porter and Mary Jack Pinkston, Baron Dixon,
Newton Stubbs. She was a Mr. and Mrs. Otis Powers,
Mr.,
member of the Methodist and Mrs. Bonnie Thomas, Mr.
Church. She was the widow of and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Frank Twigg.
Mr. and Mrs, Bonnie CumSurviving are one daughter, mings, Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle
Mrs. Hazel Knight of Houston, Bowfin, Vodie Riggers,
Mrs.
Texas, and three grandchil- Pearl Clement, and
Mrs.
dren.
Josephine Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Alye Grissom,
of Lexington, Ky., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ulyess Dortch in
Latham last Saturday. Other
visitors in the Dortch home
Sunday were his cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Hill and Mr. and Mrs.
140 Broadway, South Fulton Wallace, from Sidonla.
Phone 479-1364
—Armstrong inlaid Linoleum
SUBMIT YOUR BID
—Vinyl and Tile
Nashville State Highway of—Downs and McGee Carpeting ficials have announced that
bids will be received June 19
—Upholstering, Modern and
on 70 highway projects coverAntique
ing work in Tennessee coun—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
ties. including Obion and
Weakley.

The early history of Wesley Methodist is rather vague. Our
oldett citizens tell us the ground on which the first church was
erected was given by Mr. Mark Hardin, who also built the first
church.
The date and erection of the first church, a wooden structure,
is not known, but is thought to have been in or about the year 1850.
It was given the name of Wesley in honor of John Wesley, "The
Father of Methodism."
In 1853 the church was destroyed by fire. Brother Weaver was
the pastor at that time. He and some of the faithful members immediately began to build the second church. Some of the members
who made it possible are: Jessie Walker, Mark Hardin, Milk Gardner, Mrs. Mary Bushart, Hall Cooley, Solomon Hancock, Jack
Hardin, Mr. Clabe, Dr. W. S. Hamlett, and John Phelps.
The second church was built by Mark Hardin, the father of M.
I). Hardin and Mrs. John Robey. The fail of 1983 was the beginning
of the revivals, which continue to this day. Out of these great revivals have come some very prominent people.

Mrs. Isola Twigg

Greenfield Monument Works
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Evans Drug Company
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W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235-2193
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J. B. MANES SONS
Smallish,. Tout.

In 1930 the church building was in a sad state of repair and
the board of trustees, with the congregation, thought it best to tear
down and rebuild.
On June 3, 1630, the cornerstone was laid in a very colorful
and impressive ceremony. Former ministers who were present at
this service were: N. W. Lee, M. H. Alexander, J. F. More-lock,
T. L. Perry and E. B. Rucker, the pastor at that time. They assisted Rev. R. A. Clark, the District Superintendent of the Paris
District, in the dedicatory services. Wesley Beard was the church
school superintendent and Mrs. Beard was president of the Woman's Society of Christian Service. The stewards were: C. C. Hancock, W. B. Weatherspoon, R. L. Howell, B. C. Walker, Wesley
Beard. S. J. Walker and his wife, Callie, led the young people eight
years.
Rev. James O'Brien is the pastor, also serving the Bethlehem
Methodist Church.
Schedule of Services
2nd and 4th Sundays, 10 a. m.
1st and 3rd Sundays, 6:30 p. m.
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SERVICE

Kentucky's Newest Resort Park Lodge

PLEIKU, VIETNAM (AHTNC) Jan. 15—Specialist Four
Crary Isbell, 21, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian H. Isbell, Route 4,
Hickman, Ky., received the
Army Commendation Medal
while serving with the 4th Infantry Division near Pleiku,
Vietnam.
Spec. 4 Isbell earned the
award for meritorius service
as a rifleman in Company A,
1st Battalion of the division's
14th Infantry.
The specialist, who also holds
the Air Medal, entered the
Army in July 1968, completed
basic training at Ft. Campbell,
Ky, and was stationed at Ft..
Lewis, Wash., prior to his arrival in Vietnam last January.
The award was presented
Dec. 29.

DERBY SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK

Kentucky Lake, Holding Flood Buffalo Roam
Waters, Is Highest In 20 Years Again In LBL

Hyland, Homra Are
Dorm Officers

MSC's Rifle
Team Breaks
All Records

DERBY RESTAURANT

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Get with
the itiourbon
that scores
high.

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

S

Ten 11"

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE

ONE

TEN HIGH :

Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al:

$4.30

SMU'DGED PRINT

"HOP"—
(continued from Page Ono
the orders came out of the
kitchen, they would all yell "I
was here first, hey. that's
mine" and Johnny would say,
"I know who's it is, I got the
order right here." And I'll tell
you something else about him:
he wouldn't wait till they had
eaten before he collected for
their order, or else they might
run off: he would tell them
what the bill was and make
them pay when he brought
them the order.
Johnny Joe was good help,
and we still talk about those
days once in a while.

days.
"I remember one time that I
Was carrying out a tray full of
food, ice cream and drinks to a
big Snick out in front," Johnny recalls. "This was a new
car, and instead of the door
coming straight down from the
window, this one had a door
that kinda puffed-out, I had
trouble hooking the tray on the
window. I raised up the tray a
little to see why it wouldn't
hook on the window, but
couldn't see the trouble. So I
raised it a little higher to see
better, and the whole works
slid off the tray and right into
the lady's lap sitting inside.
Boy, was she mad.
"Well, I went inside and told
Hop what I had done, and he
came to my rescue. We went
outside, listened to the lady
give me a good bawling-out,
and proceeded to bawl her out
for bawling me out. He's only a
kid. Hop told her, and he's doing the best he can. I'll pay for
getting your dress cleaned,
and I'm sorry about it. "But
you know something? That
lady was still mad!"
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South Fulton
Issues Call
For Relaxing
The City of South Fulton
would like to invite anyone in
the twin cities and surrounding
area who is interested in participating in the Summer
Recreation Program to sign up
now at the South Fulton City
Hall The Program will last
for 8 weeks beginning May 25th.
The cost is $1.00 per person or
$300 for your entire family.
This membership fee enables
you or your entire family to
wirticipate in any of the activities that are being offered.

LONG HOLIDAY
l'he Court House in Hickman
will be closed from Thursday
afternoon at quitting time until Monday morning, June 1,
according to County Judge
James C. Menees, in observance of Memorial Day holiday.
POPPY—
(Continued from Perm one'
by men of au/ nation. No two
poppies were identical, but the
whole field of poppies was
breathtakingly beautiful to all
who saw them.

The popular things to order
in those days were a hot dog
The poppy has been a symwith chili, which cost Sc, and a
bol of service over these many
hamburger, which cost 10c,
years of our history. The
and milk shakes, which cost
fashioning by disabled veterans
10c, and malted milks. I still
under the supervision of volhave a bunch of the old milk
unteers, whose only reward is
shake cans around here someThere will be classes for wo- the satisfaction of service for
where. Then we also had ice
men in physical fitness and a others, is well known to all.
cream cones. You could get a
jogging program These clas,s- 'rhe wearing of the poppy by
nickle cone, and you could get
es will be held 3 mornings a Americans is only a step in
a dime cone. The dime cone
week and 2 nights a week. Al- service of this beautiful red
flared out at the top and had
so a course in Arts and Crafts flower.
Another Fultonian who has
room for two scoops of ice
will
be held 3 mornings of the
cream, side by side and they're many fond recollections of the
week for anyone who is interEveryone is asked to buy and
little
Kozy
Korner
is
Ouida
the ones that used to make me
ested. For men there will be a wear a poppy on Memorial
so d--mad. Some girl out in a Jewell, Says Ouida:
jogging class two nights a Day, May 30.
"Why, back during my high
car would say "I want a dime
week.
cone, one dip of strawberry school days—the late 30's and When students at South Fulton Elementary School return to class in the fall they will find • needed addition to the safety proFor other activities pingand one of chocolate", And early 40's—that was our hang- gram in the school area. Goodyear-Union City presented six traffic control crosswalk gates to the city to be used at the
pong,
tennis, girls and boys in- FOUR—
about the time I started in she out!
Intersections around the elementary school. Jim FIshel (r) of South Fulton, Goodyear manager of merchandise distribution, tramural basketball and girls
"I
remember
how
my
friends
would yell "Wait a minute, I
gymnastics will be available (Continued from Page One)
demonstrates the operation of the crosswalk gates to Kendred Winston ft), principal of South Fulton Elementary, and South
think I'll change that straw- and I would make a wild dash
during
the day. There will be active in city affairs.
Ron Laird, manager of
berry to raspberry" (or goose- from school after some event— Fulton Mayor Dan Crocker.
a
softball
program for men
South Central Bell in Fulton,
berry, or something else). And to Hop's little cafe at the
and
women
nights
two
a
week.
all this time T would be stand- corner of Lake and Carr on
The age limit is from 15 years resides at 507 Wells with his
ing out there in the rain, wait- the creek bank. If we didn't LITTLE TIM—•
up. Any high school boy wife, Ruth, and their two chilrush,
we
wouldn't
get a seat, (Conthwed Prom Pane One)
ing for her to make up her
who is 15 or older is eligible to dren. He is past President of
for
there
was
only
sitting
the Fulton Jaycees and memroom that for several days premind and getting wetter and
Ploy.
for
a
few.
madder all the time."
The following were patients Swimming will be available ber of the First Christian
st
"Besides the round counter, vious to the sad news, little
Church.
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes- on Thursday afternoons. For
After World War U. and the there were, I believe, two large Tim had complained of serHal Warren, local attorney
ious headaches while in school. One of the outstanding speak- Living." A prominent author, day. May 26:
those who have small children and partner
coming of the present flood of booths and two small.ones.
in the law firm of
teacher noticed that the ers of the twentieth century, the archbishop has more than
His
there
is
no
need
to
be
left
out.
"For
automobiles, Hop Bennett's litour crowd, the Kozy
Warren & Warren, resides at
The Committee is furnishing a 1301 Ililkrest
tle "Kozy Korner" got old Korner was our regular hang- little fellow seemed to be Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen, 70 titles to his credit.
with his wile,
baby-sitter to watch the chil- Joan, and
right quick, as he puts it, and out; The Steak House on Lake sleepy, and would rest his head will deliver the sermon at the
their one son. Hal
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
dren while you participate. has served
the former foot traffic gave Street operated by Keine Lowe, on his desk, during classroom annual Corpus Christi services
as
an officer in the
hours.
at the Owensboro Sportscenter,
way to teen-agers and older was visited occasionally; but,
Zora Parks, Jimmie Pols- Sign up now and enjoy the Jaycees and Rotary Club and
Learning
of
Tim's
Monday,
apparent
June
accordhig
1,
to
summer.
people, too, who either patron- we were not allowed to set foot
grove. Wilmon Boyd, Jimmie
is a member of the Kentucky
serious illness Tim's grand- the Most Reverend Henry J.
ized eating places nearer inside Smith's Cafe, further
McClendon. Fulton; Dorothy
National Guard. The Warrens
schools or drove out to more down the street, for it was con- mother, Mrs. Chandler Blincoe Soenneker, D. D., Bishop of the
Douglas, Delsey Wilson, Anare members of the First
sidered a wild place, primarily took him to an eye specialist in Owengboro Diocese.
distant places.
Stewart,
Linda Jackson,
nette
Baptist Church.
Fulton who revealed that Tim
because beer was sold there.
South Fultoh; Laverne CampThe program will be held at
was blind in his right eye and
Hop, now 67 and quite whiteKenneth Crews, bank execuBrent
bell,
Farmer,
Clinton;
"One of the main attractions had poor vision in his left. 7:30 p. m. CDT, and Bishop
haired, is not in as good health
tive with the City National
Clayton McClendon, Charles
as he once was and has long at the Kozy Korner was the The doctor advised that Tim be Soenneker will be the principal Final examinations for the Eddington, Catherine
Bank,
and his family make
Mangold, The Alumni
Association
since given up the long stren- friendly counter-boy, Herbert taken to Memphis for further celebrant of the Mess, with the spring semester at Murray James Lucas, Hickman;
Bill Murray State University of their home on Vancil Street in
priests of the diocese concele- State University will begin
uous hours that he once had. Brady. He was our buddy. He examination.
will
South
Fulton
and he is an acPeevybouse, Ernest Howard, present
It was in Memphis that the brating the Mass with him.
Saturday, May 30.
"As a matter of fact," he con- was always good-natured and
Water Valley; Betty McDan- school awards to 16 high tive member of the Lions Club
full
shocking
Regularly-sch
students
news
of
came that Tim
eduled classes
life. Everybody liked
whom they feel and is a deacon in the First
fided, "1 kinda make my own
Corpus Christi is a religious
was not only suffering from the
will meet for the last time iel, Union City; Verdie Scar- are"scholastically qualified.
hours now depending on how Ilerbert!
Baptist Church.
celebration honoring the CathThursday. May 28, and the brought, Woodland Mills; Jerry
'
"He's now deceased. He Was loss of his vision, but moreI feel." But the Kozy Korner
olic dogma of Christ's presence
Stewart, Lynnville,
- The talented high-school senJoe W. Johnson, Fulton
is still there and operating, and a brother of Mrs. Morgan over had a brain tumor that in the Eucharist. The annual five-day examination schedule
iors to be presented these a- County Attorney, and his wife,
most any day you drop in (Josephine) Omar of Fulton. needed immediate surgery. celebration dates to the middle begins at 7:30 a. m. Saturday
wards
at
the
Alumni
Banquet
Sharon, live at 907 Walnut
"Of course, it's understood, Little hope was given for
following a day off Friday for
you'll find Hop in there wearof the 13th century.
on May 30th from this area Street in Fulton, and Mr. Johnstudy, according to Dr. Wiling his white apron at half- that all the kids were overly Tim's future at the time,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Bishop Sheen was born in
are:
Roy
Michael
Chandler,
which
son
fond
has served as an officer
brought
of
liam
a
Nash,
G.
shocking sad- 1895 in El Paso, Illinois.
vice-president
good-natured, easymast, and fixing his good
He reHickman, Fulton County High In the Rotary Club and Jaysandwiches in his private little talking Mr. Bennett, the own- ness to Mr. Johnson and to all ceived his A. B. degree from for academic affairs.
Omer Owsley, Mrs. Gladys School; and
Tommy Shelton cees. The Joluisons are memwho know little Tim and his
He said examinations will Allen. Mrs. Mary Alice Barkkitchen just a step away from er.
St. Viator College in Bourban"Some of those who were family.
continue through Thursday, ley, Mrs. Minnie Voegeli, D. Coil Jr., Bardwell, Carlisle bers of the First Church of
his horse-shoe shaped serving
Illinois
nais,
in
1917;
his
County
A.
M.
High.
Christ Scientist.
Such
heart-rending news
June 4, leading up to baccalau- M. Merryman, Mrs. Freddie
counter. And if the little booth regulars at the Kozy Korner
in 1919 when he was ordained
area is now sealed up, and the in those days were: Frankie about a little boy would be a priest in the Catholic Church; reate service at 8 p. m. Fri- Rumbaugh and baby, Mrs
distressing
in any circummilk-shake mixers gone, and England, Ma ble
Caldwell,
and received his Ph.D. in 1920 day, June 5, and commence- Flora Redmon, Walter Stovall,
ment exercises at 10 a. m. Mrs. Ora Lee Leggons, Percy
his former brimming pie-rack Helen Jenkins, Mary Brown, stances, but for little Tim and from Catholic University.
He
his
family
Dorothy
it
is
near
Arnold.
tragedy.
looking a little empty, there
Clarice Lee,
King, Mrs. Mary Caver, Merreceived his D. D. degree in Saturday, June 8.
A total of 852 students have rell Davis, Mrs. Christine
are thousands who will fondly Eleanor Jane Bowen and myAbout eight weeks ago Tim's 1924 in Rome.
filed
applications
for
degrees,
remember the "old days" self, plus, Earl Taylor, Jr., father,
Burns,
T. "Boss" Neely,
Jerry Henderson, 31, The Archbishop was a mem- including 766
for bachelor's Cleatus Wilbanks, Fulton; Mrs
when food and drinks were Royce Lee Dyer, Mick Sand. was
ber of the faculty at Catholic
critically
stacked to the ceiling and the ers, John Paul McConnell, R. auto accident injured in an University from 1926 to 1950, and 86 for master's. The exact Flaudie Wheeler, Mrs. Evelyn
near Hickman.
number of graduates will be Whitlock, Mrs. Diana Brown,
demand would outstrip the D. Ferguson, John Rayv Al- For all
that time Jerry has and became National Director determined when
lison, Darter White, Frank
university of- W. D. Elliott, Richard Burke.
supply.
lain almost at the point of of the Society for Propagation ficials
Clark,
to
have checked the can- Mrs. Mary Browder, Janet
name
a few from death,
One such person in Fulton is
with his injuries so ser- of Faith from 1950 to 1967. In didates to certify
Fulton
and
South
that require- King, South Fulton; David
Johnny Joe Campbell, already
Fulton. Then ious that
not even his limbs 1967 he became Bishop of the ments have been
met.
mentioned in this article. John- there were some star ball could be
Gargus, Mrs. Ocella Barnes,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
diocese,
put
a
in
a
cast.
His
acBoth mid-year and spring
ny Joe smilingly recalls his players from Union City High, cident
necessitated the pur- post he held until his recent term graduates will participate Water Valley( Mrs. Dorothy More Kentucky agents, both full time and part time, are
three years working for Hop, who used to sit with us girls chase of
Sanders,
Mrs. Mildred Taylor,
almost 50 pints of retirement.
needed to meet the demand for MFA Insurance. One of the
even though he wasn't paid some.
Archbishop Sheen was the in the June cap and gown cere- Hickman; Mrs. Mae Mosier, nation's leading multi-line
blood
plasma.
Meanwhile
the
"When
insurance companies, selling auto,
I was living at The
mony since no formal gradua- Mrs. Maggie Barham, Crutchbut 25c an hour back in those
speaker
of the "Catholic Hour"
firs and homeowners, liability, life and health Insurance,
Hillcrest in Washington during medicial costs are mounting
on NBC radio from 1930 to tion exercise is held at the con- field; Mrs. Onie Williams, M. MFA
World War II, I met a young with each passing day. Mrs.
Insurance Companies enjoys a reputation for integrity
clusion of the fall semester. E. Vincent, Dukedom; Mr. and
sailor from Union City, who Henderson has been at her hus- 1952,and served as pastor of Summer term registration at Mrs. Bob Herring, Route 2, and service with happy, active agents in America's heartland.
St. Patrick's Cathedral in New
after heroic deeds during com- band's bedside almost conYork during that time. He also Murray State is scheduled for Dukedom; Mrs. Ralph Allison
MFA Insurance will train you, beginning with a
bat was sent to the Naval stantly.
June 15—with classes for the and baby, Arlington; Dewey
appeared for many years as
Until
Tim's
trouble
full week in our Home Office at our expense. You
came
Academy as a student.
eight-week
session
to
begin
the
Grissom,
Morrison,
W.
.
C.
along. • Last Friday morning the speaker on the radio and following day.
•.will enjoy liberal compensation, with e chance to
Martin:
v'tt
'When we were introduced, Tim was operated on for the TV program, "Life is Worth
...earn a yearly bonus and expense-paid trips to
See us for- - he said, 'Don't you remember tumor. Medical reports coming
Sales conventions.
Y.
WINDAG
to
Hickman indicate that most family in its serious predicame? We used to sit together at
E—
Yours could be a lifetime career and financial independence
Your insurance Needs the Kozy Ko r in Fulton. of the tumorous tissue was re- ment.
with MFA Insurance Companies,
(Continued From Page One)
Don't you remember me carv--1"ved• enabling Tim to see a
In addition to Tim there are
icle points out that certain "key" points,
If it has anything to do with insurance:
ing our initials on one of the little better from his left eye, two other children in the Hensuch as Fulton, Kentucky, are important exand a ray of hope cast for derson family, Teresa, 9, and
WE DO IT BETTER.
tables?'
"This was Bill Fuller, now slight vision in the right eye, Laura Beth, 3.
change points for cars. The railroad's fast
Fulton 472-1341
a Union City building contrac- which was at first believed to
Thus far the Tim Henderson
freight
meet here on a closely-coordinated
ACT NOW!
be totally impaired. Only time story has inspired the generositor."
timetable, exchange their "blocks" of cars,
can tell about the future.
ty of people in Hickman and
Call us collect: 606-278-3487, beand then get on their respective ways.
Before the operation Mr. the area. Much, much more is
Kneen 8 a. m. and 11 p. m., or all
Johnson contacted officials of needed. If you wish to help this
The article notes that the new IC schethe Lion's Club, which organi- tragedy-torn family you may
day Saturday. We have sales mandules "require especially close monitoring
zation has a slogan "Help The make a donation by sending
agement man in your area, who
because of the exchange of blocks at Fulton,
Blind See." Without any hesi- your contribution to Hammer
will contact you. Or write: MFA
tation, the club's special eye Johnson, or by leaving it at
Ky.To exchange blocks, both dispatch trains
Insurance Companies, State Sales
committee donated $100 to the Courier office, or the Citihave to be at Fulton at the same time."
Timothy Henderson. Even be- zen's Bank.
Manager, P. 0.*Box 8045, LexingIn any 24-hour period, Fulton currently
fore the news became public
In doing so, verily you will
ton, Ky. 40503,
handles approximately 30 freights, we are
generous Hickman people were put into action the words of
13)
giving donations to help the Christ.
told.

Archbishop Fulton Sheen To
Speak In Owensboro June 1

Exams Begin;
School Year
Ends At NSU
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Miss Collins
Honored With
Bridal Party

TobrigigeTmIA

cols
oilrrpirAIR

FULTON, Ky., May 19—Mrs.
Roy Latta was hostess to a
luncheon in the private dining
room of the Park Terrace, honoring Miss Camilla Collins of
North Carolina, bride-elect of W.
I.. Coleman of Bloomington.
Ind., formerly of Mayfield.
The honoree wore a navy
summer knit and her corsage
was pink carnations.
Place cards holding tiny bottles of perfume marked the
places of the following guests:
Mesdames Bob Peterson of Fulton, Wendell Rorie of Hopkinsville, Nolan Yates of Wing o,
Forest Darnell of Dukedom,
Clifton Williams, Carl Pirtle and
Porter Pillow of Water Valley.

rt time, are
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selling auto,
ht insurance,
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Ants Eat Books
— About 1,000
BOMBAY
copies of a 13 volume work on
the worics of Mohandas Gandhi,
the father of India, have been
eaten by ants, according to an
official statement in the Maharashtra state assembly. Of 64,000
copies printed since 1968, only
9,000 copies have been sold, the
statement said. The rest have
been in storage where the ants
found them.

Union City attorney Randall
Burcham today announced his
candidacy for delegate to the
1971 Constitutional Convention
from the state's 36th Floterial
District.
Mr. Burcham is the only ancandidate from the
nounced
36th District. Robert Brandon of
Martin previously announced as
a candidate from the 35th Flotertai District. Both districts,
however, include Obion, Lake and
Weakley counties.
C o n v e nConstitutional
Mon delegates will be limited
to classifying property for the
purposes of taxation.
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Monday and Friday nites
Juke box flues; no cover charge
Tues. - Wed. - Thur. Niles
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Saturday Niles
The Mood Indigo
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THIS IS YOUR COMPLETE COST

A—GENUINE FULL COLOR PORTRAITS!
B—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your money refunded.
C--FOR ALL AGES! Babies, children, adults. Groups photographed at an additional charge.
untie owe per person — tw• per family. Groupe — $1.00 per porno Hooked to 4.

FULTON'S LAKE STREET in the thirties, back when the
"Kozy Korner" was serving customers from 7: a. m. until midnight. Gentlemen in the lower

ALLEN'S
FRUIT STAND
Jct US 45 & Ky. Ave.

Oven 5: p. on. to Midnight

2
2
2
2

PAINTERS?

Fresh from the fields
by overnight truck

Zalta
at the CELLAR LOUNGE

Need... 2b
Quality
PAINTS?

Georgia Produce

Zuce
.

RAYMOND ADAMI
manager of the

Plus 50e Handling

WILLIAMS CO. S
IN, 114 Lake St.
Fulton 2
I
Phone 472-2864
Z

in South Fulton
901-479-1321

THE PARK TERRACE
Telephone

al
&mumnirwm.

picture

are Sterlincr ("Hog")
Bennett, left, and Herbert Brady, and that's Earl Taylor's brand-

OAKSHIRE PLACE

new Chevrolet at the curb. If Lake Street looked crowded, that's
because two rows of parking were formerly permitted down the
center of the street.

Mobile Home Sales

WEDNESDAY ik THURSDAY

2087 REELFOOT AVENUE
— UNION CITY, TENNESSEE —

11 a. m. to 6 p. m.

JUNE 3- 4

"I'm a landowner as well as
an attorney and I believe that,
since I have served as county
tax attorney for a number of
years, I am qualified on the subject."
The candidate Is chairman of
the board of stewards at the
First ,Methodist Church, past
president of the ()Won County
Bar Association and a member
of the Tennessee Bar Association's board of governors.
Mr. Burcham, a member of
the American Legion, the Disabled American Veterans and
the Obion County Farm Bureau,
is married and the father of
two children.
fel%

grAPArA.A.,:r4r4rAmuil

LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

FULTON DISCOUNT
300 W. State Line
Fulton, Ky.

NEXT

TO

NATIONAL

GUARD

ARMORY

— DISCOUNT PRICES —

IIMSCHS
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES'

12 WIDE
"Hop" Bennett stands in front of the Kozy Korner in May, 1970.
fSee story on page 1, first section).
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Crest
TOOTHPASTE
Reg. or Mint

DEODORANT

63c

53c

Only

Dry or Normal
Hair 7-oz.

Anti - Prespirant

63
/
4-oz, SIZE

12 x 64

Breck
SHAMPOO

Arrid
EXTRA DRY

58c

— Ladies —
NYLON KNIT SHELLS
White and Colors
2 - Styles to Choose From

— Ladies —
SHORTS
No Iron — Solid Colors
Compare At $3.00

$1.50 each

$1.50 each

Men's Cotton Dress Socks
Reg. Price 39c

Only 25c pr.

Ladies Panty Hose
76c

815 BROADWAY. SOUTH FULTON
_LI

V

- 6.F

-

.8:30-:

Service

00
5
9
9
4
$

After
The

—3 Bedroom — All Electric —

Sale

Sandpiper Travel Trailers
$2295.00
16 - Foot Self Contained
$2495.00
17 - Foot Self Contained
$2895.00
20 - Foot Self Contained
Low Down Payments —5 YEARS TO PAY

W• will furnishlh• box..
you fill It to capacit
your Winter weary woolen
will be returned in the Fall

• Insured Fre* up to $250.00

Slight Irregulars Seamless
100 per cent Nylon

BOX
STOR
and
FREE
SANEX 14W.HP
clean and fresh.
Your garments will be sate
from fire and theft and protected from moths with FREE
Sonex MOTH PROTECTION.

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Hours:

—3 Bedroom — Early American —

Only

MEET OUR STAFF

plus vital
$
4
"
dry cloo&n.

rhinos

OR-Pa/dada
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 East State Line,Fulton. Ky.

DELIVERY & SERVICE

SALES
BOLIN PUCKETT

ROBERT CAMPBELL

THE WADE BOYS—HUGH & NATHAN
Union City, Tennessee
Phone 885-6851

Poll Shows Ford Favored
FRANKFORT, Ky.
A professional poi! released
Tuesday indicates that as of
mid-April, Lt. Gov. Wendell
Ford was preferred over former
Gov. Bert Combs in a Democratic race for governor.
State Democratic Chairman
J. R. Miller of Owensboro, who
is resigning in June to campaign for Ford, took the extraordinary step of publicizing
he survey by John Kraft in alnost every detail.
Entitled "A Study of Volt!: Attitudes in Kentucky," the
poll at one point compares Ford,
already announced for governor, with Combs, expected to
announce next month after he
resigns as h federal judge.
This 's the final conclusion:
"Ford wool( beat Combs in a

primary, though organization
efforts could shoot us down on
that point.
"Ford needs to communicate
with younger people.
"Given
greater exposure,
Ford would have the best
chance to defeat a Republican
candidate for governor.
But that doesn't mean that it's
in the bag."
"In summary, Ford looks best
as far as Democrats are concerned, but it doesn't mean that
he's a winner when a welladvertised Republican enters
the race."
Miller said he raised the
money for the poll. Kraft has
been used previously by Ford
and by a number of Kentucky
politicians and candidates,
The survey showed that Ford

would receive 32 per cent of the Highway Commi-sioner Eugene
votes in a primary, Combs 29 Goss were the GOP nominee
per cent, with 39 per cent of next year, he would be defeatthose questioned not sure.
ed handily by both Combs and
It showed further that the Ford, especially by Combs,
only group of voters with whom
It added that Goss, of course,
Combs seems to have an edge is far less kneWn than the twO
's among people who voted for and assumed 'hat as the ReRepublican President Nixon in publicans cranked up their
1968. Among supporters of in- campaign, Goss would become
dependent candidate George a "much more formidable canWallace the situation was even. didate than the two tabulations
"It seems to us that a logical suggest."
assumption would be that
The poll said:
former Vice President (Hubert)
"It would seem that Combs
Humphrey's supporters are and Ford are about equal in a
ntbst likely to turn out and vote potential contest against a man
in a Democratic primary (along hke Goss, or probably any other
with Wallace supporters), and Republican,
that if such is indeed the case,
"Perhaps more importantly,
then Ford would be a winner,"
it seems that Ford Is the frontthe pollster commented.
runner in a Democratic priThe survey showed that if
mary."

In this connection, Kraft observed that there clearly is a
"tide coming in, in which voters want new faces, new ideas,
new candidates. No matter how
good a governor Combs may
have been, the fact that he
might be running again would
probably work to his disadvantage."
Ironically, Kraft added,
Ford's advantage is that he is
not as well known as Combs, in
line with this thinking.
Other findings in the survey,
which was based on interviews
conducted in person in the
homes of those questioned:
—In April, 51 per cent of
Kentuckians thought Republican
Gov. Louie B. Nunn favorable
in job rating while 29 per cent
gave him an unfavorable rating
and 20 per cent were not certain. Nunn's rating "was in bad
shape" in early 1969 with only
42 per cent favorable.
—Ford's job rating rose from

a low of 32 per cent in January
1969 to 41 per cent in April
1970, with only 13 per cent regarding it as unfavorable and
46 per cent not sure.
The survey said this finding
indicates that "though close to
half the voters really don't
know much about Ford, he still
tops or at least runs even with
Combs."
Not mentioned in the survey
in the poll was U.S. Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, often spoken
of by hopeful Republicans as a
potential gubernatorial candidate in 1971.
Miller said Kraft was told to
make the poll "on the assumption that Ford and Combs would
be the candidates."
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FHS Class Of 1970
H. I. S. Sportswear
South Fulton, Tenn.

Fulton Bank

Fulton, Ky.

City National Bank

Copyright Crane-Rosen Associates, Inc. 1965

Fulton Electric System

AP UNr NY
REGULAR

Ferry Morse Seed Company
tephen Beale Dr.

Fulton, Kentucky

Pepsi Cola Bottling Company
W. Parkway
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Ave More Charged In
Alleged Tire Thefts

Page 3

MEMORIAL DAY SAVINGS

at

g..

Prices Effective
• Thns May 30

Super-Right

Beef Rib Steak
sup.r_Right
Smoked Hams
)0,

Lb
Shank Portion
Lb

980
550

petit larceny, according to Sheriff Vernon Davis.
Charged with grand larceny
are: J. W. Elliott, Mayfield Rt.
2, Rudy Hayden, Mayfield Rt.
2, J. E. Shelton, Fancy Fardt
Rt. 1, and William E. Marshall,
Mayfield Rt. 6.
J. E. Ballard, Mayfield Rt.

Smoked Ham

Center Slices
Hamburger

Lb $129

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

(All Beef)
Lb

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

Ground Beef
Canned Hams
Pork Chops

Lb

Super Right

590
690

;TT'

4 Lb. Can $399

First Cut

Braunschweiger

Lb

% Loin Sliced

Pork Chops
Beef Liver
Turkey Breast w/Rib
Turkey Hindquarters

Lb

Sliced

Lb

U.S.D.A. Grade A

JANE PARKER'

APPLE PIE -EA.

Lb

U.S.D.A. Grade A

Virginia Farm Brand

690
690
790
590
790
350
990
330

Lb

Bologna Or (Chunk)

Lb

Whole Or Half

Country Hams
Summit Squares

(SAVE 10t)

Lb'

Fine For Seasoning

Lb

SUPER—RIGHT

OPEN MEMORIAL DAY
A.M. 'TIL
P.M.

Beef Rib Roast
4TH
5TH

4 160z.890

Stokely Bavarian
11,

Sauerkraut

RIB

Paramount

,
Chili Hot Dog Sauce 5Cans

Lb

3

Lady Scott

Bathroom Tissue

2pkRgoill

- BISCUITS

790

109.5

Birdseye

Frozen Awake

4 990
Qt.Jar 490
421CCejsz 990
10 Lb.
B• 690
10F0r 690
2 290
219C
790
7t
C 39
590

2t1Off Swift's

40z.
Cans

Vienna Sausage
Aunt Jane's

ehtet

Hamburger Dill Chips
Jane Parker

Sandwi ch Bread
Charcoal Briquets

E ale

A&P

California

Oranges.

atteet
gate

Bunch

Green Onions

4001f,

Radishes
Libby's Frozen

Lemonade

Potato Sticks
Stokely

Tea Bags

feArte
iates,

Inc. 196f

RT
EtSDAY
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BOX
OF
100

I

PILLSBURY LAYER

79

CAKE MIXES
00

Fordhook Limas 4.
le6-°:890
Stokely

Catsup

.
4 14-0z.$100
4

Fruit Cocktail

1141 BY-PASS
NOW
Thru June 2

UNNY FACE DRINK MIXES
REGULAR
PRE-SWEETENED

12PAKS49e Or &SPAM 49C
With This Coupon
Good Only At A & P Food Store
Coupon Expires Sat., May 30
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

MEM

Ap felilil
..-

I

3 ?• 79C
4? SAVE AP

PILLSBURY
11•-•‘.
-••••••
•••.
LAYER CAKE
.......
-w.
QM..
15
03Z.
•••••
MIXES
BoXES
.....
..w.
..............
www
Good OWniltyh ATthA
ii&
....=/•
Cirourood Stores ow.
ob.
am....
-Now
Coupon
Expires
M.Sat., 1411Y 30
.11•••••
.N=0
.10
••••••
Regular Price Without Coupon MOW.11.
......
-ems
,wes Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer owwee.
...aft

AP

MUSICAL MUTINY E.
WEEKEND REBELLION

IMN/1

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.-Wed.

For Adults
UNDER 18- NO

A—N-b
• "f117
A richly tenorAirld humorous story
of a young m
'awakening to love
and his ernergerice into manhood.

89,

PHONE 4172-1821

18-Not Admitted

BEST SCREENPLAY
PAUL MAZURSKY
and LARRY TUCKER
—New York Film Critics
National Soc,ely
of Film Critics

Lady Scott

Facial Tissue

Ap 1 eeeeiMEM

IN
QUAY CO(0111041

CONSIDER THE AWARDS

DYAN CANNON
— New York Film Critics

08Oz.$1(")
V Cans

CONE 188EINER I

Persons Under

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS

16 0,.$1 00
Cans

Iona

Sweet Peas

RAND
FUNK
RAILROAD

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY

Btls.

Stokely

4G)

Git-in't- Go

II

890

Stokely

A CODA

Fulton's S fly Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

SA YE
26c

Party Peas

tt'ct

Iron
BistterilY
DA VIDA

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK 7 to 11

$2"

P111

Stokely

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Kentucky Education Association says it is planning a law
lSuit against one local school
system alter charging that
,some teachers who supported
last winter's teachers' strike
are not being re-hired by their
respective school boards.
' The KEA charged Tuesday
that teachers in about 10 systems have been axed because
of strike participation.
Charles Whaley, KEA research director, said most of
the "reprisals" have occurred
In districts in which teachers
were divided on whether to support the strike.
Officials said the most glaring examples seemed to be in
Russell and Franklin counties,
where most of the teachers
stayed on the job but others
participated in the walkout.
In Russell County three principals were reassigned to teaching positions and five teachers
have been dismissed.
Charles Vice, KEA field representative at Richmond, said
"all these had supported the
strike." Jim Slattery, a KEA
attorney, said a suit is planned
in that county charging the
school board with violation of
constitutional rights of free
speech of the eight.
Brooks Bates, superintendent
of the county's schools, said
none of the teachers dismissed
had tenure "and thls is not unusual."
Most of the state's teachers
went on strike for six days in
February and March to dramatize demands for higher salaries
and other benefits.

Thu.- Fri. - Sal.

SIX PACK

Stokely SI11811

Green Lima Beans,...3

KEA Plans
To Sue
Schools

4, has been charged with petit
larceny.
Preliminary hearings for all
charged in the alleged tire
thefts will be held Monday at
1:30 p.m. in Graves County
Court before Judge Dick Castle
man.

CIGARETTES BEER

3 tirci):. 89t

Tomato Juice
OUR OWN

PRE
PRICED

LETTUCE

12
B-Oz.
Box

Potato Chips

glo
gurAi

,

:
;
z
c.
6P(;

Jane Parker

ett
d
ie

CRISP HEAD

For

Crisp Red

O.C.

C AONZ

90z. $100
gip Cans
11

MAYFIELD, Ky., May 21—
Five more persons have been
charged in the alleged theft of
automobile tires from a burned
Illinois Central Railroad car
near Lowes several weeks ago.
Four have been charged with
trend larceny, and one with

l'i'l'itillYi'M'il'il AP

UP TO

684

WITH COUPONS

44 OFF LABEL
5 LB. 94
PILLSBURY
BAG
FLOUR
ans-.41114
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING
.11
NONWith This Coupon
Good Only At A & P Food Stores
4•11.•••••
Regular Price Without Coupon
41MIN.
Coupon EXpllial Set May 30 OaLimit 1 Coupon Per Customer Om-

AP

Bob&arol
Tlic
ed
Ae

i'AP AP at ill al a 28wAP

1

FOLGER'S
MP.
-.NOP
INSTANT 10-0z.1
JAR •
COFF EE
MEM.
.110
With This Coupon
••••••
Good Only At A & P Food Stores
41••••.411111100
Coupon
Expires
Sat., May 30
••••111.
AINEMRegular Price Without Couporf .11•MIN
•••••••
-IBM/
Limit
1
Coupon
Per
Customer 1101i.
•••••,Cash Value I/10 Of if

AP AP1.6661MOSI AP

_ .
Nail 110:0 ROBERlDAP REAKLONAM[AU 6CUD
Cal51011
ralliaaSkrwl/Mr1UCIDI jLeCvse j fujloacfrLastv lS5i Nutialieso Tasticace
CID
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Murray State University First School
In Kentucky To Have Nuclear Reactor

1411 Hotel Operating

the Main River here, claims to
be the oldest German inn still
M1LTENBERG, Germany — operating. It is mentioned in doc
The hotel called Zum Riesen, on uments dating beck to 1411.

at
our e so
In Dollars and Cents?

-MurMURRAY, Ky.,
ray State University has recorded another first in physics in
Kentucky—a graphite subcritical reactor laboratory facility.
Described by Dr. William G.
Read, chairman of the physics
department, as "the only one of
its kind in a Kentucky school,"
the recently-completed reactor
will be used primarily for upper
division and graduate level instruction and laboratory work in
nuclear physics.

Who would take care of the children —
Who would do the cooking, Ironing, Washing
ete., etc., etc. If she were no longer there? Prudential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance Company
Phone 472-2562

f

He explained that the term
"subcritical" indicates that the
reactor at Murray State is not
a self-sustaining power producer, but is used only as a laboratory facility.
Housed in a basement room
of the Blackburn Science Building on the campus, the almost
cube-shaped apparatus is made
up of two materials—blocks of
special high purity nuclear
grade carbon and rods of natural uranium as fuel slugs.

Whole
i SALAD DRESSING.
i
.
.
.
FRYERSRS
Qt.
59
.
.
.t................4
••••••••
•••••••••
•
*
*

KRAFT'S MIRACLE WHIP

gy.
About $12,000 worth of graphite bought with a grant from the
Atomic Energy Commission and
2,304 four-pound fuel elements
on loan from the AEC are involved in the makeup of the reactor, according to Dr. Lynn B.
Bridwell, professor of physics.
Noting that more than 9,200
pounds of natural uranium have
been made available for the reactor, Bridwell said there is no
way to make an accurate esti-

Measuring five feet by five
feet at the base and standing
Just more than six feet high,
the reactor is designed to simulate the behavior of larger systems that are used to initiate
and control the chain reaction
of fissionable material.
Read said knowledge acquired
through the use of the reactor
will contribute to a greater understanding of the operation of
power-producing reactors as a
basic source of electrical ener-

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

Beer License
Is Revoked

mate of the value of the material because it is "not for
sal#." He added that the fuel
slugs were made for the plutonium production facilities at
Hanford, Wash.
Bridwell emphasized there is
"no danger of radioactive radiation" from the reactor at Murray State.
To convert a reactor like the
one at Murray State from noncritical to critical, he said it
would have to be enlarged considerably or enriched uranium
would have to be used as the
fuel element.
Bridwell said reactors are becoming more and more common as sources of nuclear
owe r for electrical energy.

On!'
Lik(

An Oblon County businessman
who recently pleaded guilty to
selling beer to a minor has had
Ids license to sell beer revoked.
The action against Raymond
Muse, operator of the JlffyJuncdon on the Union City-Fulton
highway, by the Beer Board of
the Obion County Qua rterly Court
Present for the meeting were
James Ratchett, chairman, and
Robert M. Barnes, E. C. Halley
and Billy Blakemore. Jones Carver, also a member, was absent,
Mr. Muse pleaded guilty to
the charge in Oblon County Circuit Court may 14 and was Brief
$50 and costsbyJudge Phil Harris after Mr. Muse waived hts
right to a trial by Jury.

Only six ofl
Kentucky, inc
McCracken Cc
$3,000 annual
1970 law seen
and only five
increase at at
The law in
the salaries c
clerks and cc
iffs, attorneys
$9,600 to $12,i
fee collection:

Be A Swinger! Swing into the 70's

*
*

THUR.-FRIDAYSATURDAY

Nationally Advertised Brands
••••••••••••••••••

.
.
.
. BREAD .
. 4

.
*
*

*
•
•

HYDE PARK

*
*

200Z. LOAF

*
•
•
•
• SWIFT PREMIUM

For $11

•

•

YOUR FOOD DOLLARS DO MORE FOR YOU at E. W. James & Sots Supermarket. Hov
SMART to be thrifty
. For Pennies SAVED are Pennies EARNED and Maxi-Savings e
shoppinp at your friendly E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET pays you DANDY I

..................
4

7e
7C

SLICED
BACON
COLA!

Plenty Of F-R-E-E Parking
••••••••••••••••••
•
i

ibl

TURKEYSGRADE "A"

SLKED

.

BUY 6 GET 2 "FREE"

. 59
*
*

*
•.
*

Plus Deposit I
on
Bottles
y
*
•
.
1****••••••••••••*.

Freshest Produce In Town
t••••••••••••••••*

SMOKE JOWL

iiimieRE

lb. 69C
241.38

39t BOLO'
E. W. JAMES & SOI
LONGER BE OPEN

SAUSAGE

lb. 49c

lb. 59c

lb. 29c

TROREKiY
" BREAST lb. 79c

MEATY

NECK BONES
FRESH

NEW YORK

TENDER

BEEF LIVER

lb. 59c

STRIP STEAKS lb. $1.99

TENDER

FRESH TENDER

CUBE STEAKS lb $1.39

PORK LIVER

lb. 49c

KREY

*
*
*
*

•

4 oz,

•
•
•

For

•

•
•

•

NEW BLUE

LIGHT CRUST 2/
1
2-oz.

SANI FLUSH 20-oz. 39c

TATER FLAKES

LIGHT CRUST 62-01.

LIGHT CRUST HUSH 61/2-05.

BISCUIT MIX
LIGHT CRUST

10c

10c

We Accept U. S. Gov't. Food Stamps
•••••••••••••••••• PANCAKE MIX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EGGS

Doz 390

•
•
•

•
•
•

TEA BAGS 48 ct.
FRISKIES

LIGHT CRUST 6,2-oz.

•
•

10c

TETLEY

6' 2-0Z.

CORN BREAD MIX

GRADE "A" LARGE

lec

PUPPY MIX

10c

NEW STORE HOURS

47e

15'i-oz.

DOG FOOD

8 for $1.00
FROZEN WESTPAC

FLORIDA GOLD FROZEN

WESTPACK FROZEN 10 oz. BOX

6 (11.

ORANGE 6

For $1

JUICE

CORN

CUT

DUNNS PATTIES 18-oz. PKG.

OCEAN CATFISH

COUNTRY SAUSAGE

10 for __ $1.00

DUNN'S

BEEF

BREADED

VEAL

990

We Accept U. S.
Government
FOOD STAMPS

COZY

$1

20SO
IZ
DKB
LO
ET
Y'S
TLE

3

For

CHILI
BEANS

WITH

99c

Each 99c

CHOC - FUDGE CAKE

VELVEE'l
HOSTESS

FROSTY COCONUT CAKE Each 99c
COZY KIT

99c

CAN
BISCUI
KRAFT

FROZEN

Each

99c

PEANUT!
KELLOGG'S

POP TAB

**WITH THIS COUPON**
And Additional
$3.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk &
Tobacco Products,

Limit I COUPON per family

29c

59c

VAN CAMP
300 SIZE

3

1/I3A.G
8
9
t

FROZEN

KIT FROZEN

COFFEE

LEMONS

TOMATO
CATSUP

KIT

GERMAN CHOC - CAKE

FROZEN

FOLGER'S

JUICY

394

[gi
g&
COZY

18-oz.
• DRUM STICKS
10 for ____ $1.00 PATTIES
•••••••••••••••••• DUNNS CHUCK WAGON FROZEN
DUNN'S
18-oz. PKG,
U.S. Corn Fed Heavy — Choice Beef
PATTIES 18-oz. pkg.
99c BEEF PATTIES
•••••••••••••••••
•
DANISH CHAMP
• NICE 235 SIZE
*
•
•
SANDWICH
•
•
•
•
LOAF
•
•
•
•
OZ
D°437
•
• CAN
•
• KRAFT SALAD BOWL
KRAFT
4••••••••••••••••• __SALAD
DRESSING
Quart
25-oz.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quanties KRAFT
KD12 or.
49c_111$A
HYDE TPARR
BARBECUE SAUCE
18-oz. 39c CAN DRINKS 6 Cans

•
•

Cut

For $1

FROZEN

FROZEN

lb.

In this day and time, when there is so much unrest in our country, we fe
a better place to live. This is the reason we are closing our store on Sand
people from their families on Sunday.
Sunday, as we all know, is a day that has been set aside that Man mu!
a day that a family can spend time with each other, doing things togethei
We hope that you will give usthe opportunity to serve you six days a
that we appreciate, so very much, the support you have given us these

GATORADEQuART390
iVIENNA SAUSAGE
• 4
*

LAKE BRAND
WHOLE OR HI

dw

For $J

NABISI

Ri

PREMIUM

Limit, one

It Take: A $10.08 Purchase To ;et Both $5.0

JAMES!
usmuApts:111

License
tvoked

cials eligible for partial or full Fulton K
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83,000 raises listed by county,
and excess include:
reported.
partment, covering fiscal years
Marshall County: sheriff, $550.
The clearest indication of the ending in 1968 and 1969, county
$8,957.
clerk,
county
and
counties and officials likely to clerks seem to stand the best
Ballard County: county clerk, be affected by the new law is chance of getting a raise.
gained by looking at the amount
In the past year or two, 59
$1,411, and attorney, $1,093.
of "excess fees" which those of- county clerks — just under one$2,035.
clerk,
County:
Fulton
to Fiscal Court by McCracken
to
over
turning
half of the total — turned some
Calloway County: clerk, $23,- fices have been
County officials in 1969 were:
excess fees over to their coun556; sheriff, $8,382, and attorney, fiscal courts.
County judge, $590; county
$448.
Only the state's four Most ties. But just 36 of those had
clerk, $14,336; circuit clerk,
No excess funds were turned populous counties — Jefferson, enough excess fees to give the
none; sheriff, none; county atand Campbell clerks the maximum salary
torney, $11,586; and jailer, $5,- in from Hickman, Livingston, Fayette, Kenton
counties.
that way. But boost of $3,000 a year.
operate
Carlisle
not
—do
and
Lyon
legislation,
new
the
279. Under
Next in line came county atAcross the state, only 89 of finance experts are certain that
these officials would be eligible
authorized a virtually all pertinent officials torneys, with 40 turning in exofficials
annually,
local
600
$3,030
to
up
raise
a
for
under a there will get the maximum cess fees. Twenty-six of those
but not to exceed the excess $3,000 annual pay raise
were in amounts which would
amount of fees turned over to 1970 law seem likely to get it, raise.
Based on the most recent au- give the attorneys the full $3,000
and probably only 81 others will
the Fiscal Court in 1969.
AP dit reports in the Finance De- increase.
Other Western Kentucky offi- get any increase at all, the

Only 6 Area Officials Seem
Likely To Get $3,000 Raises

on County businessman
ntly pleaded guilty to
ler to a minor has had
le to sell beer revoked.
lion against Raymond
irator of the JiffyJuncthe Union City-Fulton
by the Beer Board of
County Quarterly Court
for the meeting were
itchett, chairman, and
Barnes, E. C. Halley
Blakemore. Jones Cara member, was absent,
use pleaded guilty to
B in Obion County Cir t May 14 and was fine(
eta by Judge Phil HarMr. Muse waived hia
trial by Jury.

Only six officials in Western
Kentucky, including three from
McCracken County, authorized a
$3,000 annual pay raise under a
1970 law seem likely to get it,
and only five others will get any
increase at all.
'the law in question increase::
the salaries of Circuit Court
clerks and county clerks, sheriffs, attorneys and jailers from
$9,600 to $12,600, provided their
fee collections exceed expenses

by that much. The pay boosts,
effective the first of this year,
are automatic to the extent they
can be supported by fees.
County judges' salaries from
fees also were increased from
$9,600 to $12,600 under the law,
but only about 17 judges in the
state would atipear to be affectled since the office collects fees
only for probating wills, the Associated Press reported.
Excess expenses turned over

US Choice-Handed-Picked Special
Corn-Fed- Beef
Blade Cut

into the 70's with MAXI-SAVINGS!

H. I. S. SPORTSWEAR
has job opportunities for sewing machine
operators. H. I. S. offers paid vacation, paid
holidays, free insurance and good working conditions. H. I. S. now has a training center, no
experience required. For information and appointment call—
H. I. S., South Fulton, 901-479-1431, or the
State Employment Office in Mayfield, 602247-3857.

••••••••••••••••••
•
U.S. NO. 1

•

:RED POTATOES •
•
•
•

CHUCK

IWINGFW
4k\\/
E.W. JAMES & SONS

LB.

'OU at E. W. James & Sots Supermarket. How grand and glorious it is, so SAVE the "Maxi-Savings Way". . It's
ED are Pennies EARNED and Maxi-Savings every time you shop ADDS UP IN THE DOLLARS. Consistent regular
SONS SUPERMARKET pays you DANDY DIVIDENDS. This week, JAMES' MAXI-SAVINGS FEATURES INCLUDE:

CENTER CUT LB. 69C

REELFOOT 6 TO 8 LBS.

LAKE BRAND
%HOLE OR HALF STICK

SMOKED
PICNICS

39c BOLOGNA 39
& SONS WILL N
OPEN ON SUND
lb

Each 99c

99c

FAT

BONELESS

EXTRA-LEAN BONELESS

lb.
lb. 39c

SALT SIDE

lb. 59c

BATH ROOM

COLGATE

INST. SHAVE 11-oz. _ 49c
HOUR AFTER HOUR
DEODORANT 8-oz. $1.09
17-oz. ____ $1.19
SCOPE
PACQUIN
LOTION 10 1/2-oz. 89c

STICK

LIMIT ONE FREE COMPLEXION BAR PER FAMILY
NORMAL RETAIL PRICE
ION BAR

COMPLEXION SIZE

(WITH THIS COUPON)

12C

.
.4
1

°
"325

•
•
303 SIZE$1
•
•
For
•
•
•••••••
•••••••••••

SWEET MILK
EW JAMES & SON

KRISP 'N FRESH 9-ot.

POTATO CHIPS
MAXIM 1-01. JAR

DRIED COFFEE

MAXI-SAVINGS" sz9

IIIPENRIARNET

7

4

303 SIZE t

Good only at
E. W. JAMES & SONS,
South Fulton, Tenn. store.
Coupon expires, Wed.
June 3,1970.

........AttEtt,......4

:GREAT NORTHERN!
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••I
We Reserve The Right To Limit aunties

•
I 8
1
• 303-CANS BE
•
• Can
•

HONEY SUCKLE

CORN MEAL

We Cash Payroll Checks

•

5 Lb.Bag __

9ve GAIN DETERGENT
.
1

7-oz. Box 10t

TURNERS OR SWIFT'S

ICE
icE
cREAm 1/2Ga1.590 MILK 1/2G.1.450
PARK LANE OR FESTIVAL

NEWPORT

**WITH THIS COUPON**

LETTUCE
494

4

I GREEN LIMA •i
$1 15 :
.
BEANS
.
.
1
6
.
•
•
29C .
Cans
•
••••••••••••••••••

Limb, one COUPON per family

I Purchase To get Both $5.00 Purchase In Ad

1
CL.

LISTERINE 14-oz. __ 97c
JUST WONDERFUL
HAIR SPRAY 13-oz. 59c
16-oz. $1.19
SHAMPOO
COPPER TONE
We Accept U. S. Gov't. Food Stamps
SUNTAN LOTION 4-ez. $1.49 ••••••••••••••••••

PER COMPLEX.

NEW CAMAY

.
11

•

NICE LARGE HEADS 1

And Additional
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk &
Tobacco Products.

CRACKERS

••••••••••••••••••
•
STOKLEY'S
•

NOTHING TO BUY; Just
bring this coupon to our store.
Good only at E.W. JAMES & SONS,
South Fulton, Tenn.
Coupon NOT good AFTER
June 10, 1970.

**WITH THIS COUPON**

PREMIUM

For

Plenty
.
"...
.
F-R.
1:17
.
.
E-E
PParking
.
ar
.
.."

CHARMIN

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

5 Lbs. $1.00

10 112-oz. 49c

NABISCO

.

303 SIZE $1

•
•
•
•

ROLLS

PEANUTS ____ 6 3/4-oz. 3 For $1.00
POP TARTS

SEASONING

4
TISSUE

FREE
2 Lb. $1-09

FINE

•

.
29c .
.

BACK
_ lb. 89c Boiling Beef
FOR

STEW MEAT

KELLOGG'S

Each

HAMBURGER __ _ _ _ lb. 49c

USE THIS COUPON

VELVEETA

.
.

GRADE A

ROAST

HOSTESS

Each 99c

ENGLISH CUT

OLEO

1

46-0Y do 1

119 FRANKS 550 !APPLESAUCE
5

ROAST

I MONDAY Thru WED., 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
FRI. & SAT., 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

KRAFT

.

3

•
•
For
•
•
•
..................
•
•

'
lb
ARM

DIUSEY - FRESH

890

: TOMATO JUICE •
•

S.....1
1
4
.......S.TO.K.LEr
V

has been set aside that Man might have the opportunity to attend Church. It is
ach other, doing things together.
dually to serve you six days a week. May we take this opportunity to tell you
upport you have given us these past five years.

HYDE PARK

REELFOOT 12-oz Pk,-

•
•••••••••••••••••t
Ey,s
—Choice Beef
U. S. Corn FedsTHoeKav:
• ••••••
•••••••••••
.
•
•
•
•
•
.
•

Freshest Produce In Town

ch unrest in our country, we feel like we must do our part to make our country
re are closing our store on Sunday. Our company, we feel has no right to take

HOURS

0lbs.79

ROAST

BUYSr
eliak0
l

We Accept U. S.
Government
FOOD STAMPS

Fulton. Ky.
Fulton, Ky.

Regains Watch,
Loses Appendix

Miss Bradshaw
Ends Career
After 42 Years

Page 6

Thursday, May 28, 1970

CLEARWATER, Fla.
A 21-year-old coed got her
watch back and her appendix
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn,,
oper—Miss Katherine Bradshaw, out all in the same timely
ation.
a member of the South Fulton

years for Miss Bradshaw. Most

Linn Tucker had swallowed
the pendant watch 10 days ago.
After waiting days for a natural
solution to the problem, doctors
retrieved it surgically and took
her appendix out while they

of her teaching has been in the

were at it.

Elementary School faculty for
'the past 18 years, is retiring at
the close of this year. This will
end a

teaching career of 42

Onion County schools.

MSU ALUMNI MEETING—Seventy-five graduates and friends of the University were on
hand for the annual meeting of the Murray
State University Alumni Washington, D.C.,
Club, held recently in the Agriculture Committee
hearing room of the Longworth
Building In Washington. Shown here are
the newly-elected officers of the club and
the two women from the office of Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield who were

S.
In charge of the a r r angement
Left to right, they are: Hub Holt (Class
n e w president;' Marty
of '56), the
assistant to
Harding, an administrative
Major Nelson
Stubblefield;
Congressman
Williams (Class of'49), vice-president; Mrs.
Martha Lou James (Class of'51),secretarytreasurer, and Lynn Honeycutt, secretary to
the Congressman.

SPECIAL! WHILE IT LASTS!
111111111MIN

Armstrong Ceiling Tile,Sq. Ft. 10c
Odd Lots Paneling, per sheet $1.79

She said the watch swallowing
Miss Bradshaw was born in took place at a party. The timethe Cunningham community of piece fell,from its chain and she
Obion County, the daughter of put it in her mouth while she
the late Dee Bradshaw and
bent down to search for the
Anna Brady Bradshaw.
broken clasp.
Miss Bradshaw is a member
When she stood up, the pretty
of the First United Methodist
blonde, said some involuntary
Church of Fulton and a member
reaction made her gulp it down.
of the Eastern Star. She lives
at 200 Sunset Drive and plans to
continue to live in Fulton.
Climaxing her 42 years of
faithful dedication to the teaching profession was a luncheon
given by members of the South
We Buy and Sell
Fulton Elementary faculty and
friends in her honor at the HoliThere's "gold" m those unday Inn, Wednesday.
wanted items lying around
Special guests for the occasion
Included: Miss Bradshaw's sisthe house, attic, barr. We
ter, Mrs. Cattle Roberts and her
nephew, Guy Upton. In addition
pay cash for old furniture,
to the regular faculty members,
nine student teachers attended
lamps, chests, dining arid
the occasion, along with a number of retired teachers and
bedroom
suites, concrete
friends, which included, Mrs.
Mansfield Martin, Mrs. Hugh
bird baths, flower pots, etc.
Pigue, Miss Myrtle Brann, Mm,
Mozell Crafton, Mrs. Kelly Jones
and Mrs. Monya Sanders,
Mrs. Cobham, who has taught
with Miss Bradshaw during her
JOHNNY WILSON
entire 18-year teaching period in
Wilson's Auto Parts
South Fulton school, presented
her a gift from the group.
US 45-Bypass, Fulton

ANTIQUES

Coca Lauan, per sheet

$2.39 UTM Donors
Are Honored
$2.99

Tropicana Panel, per sheet

$3.29

Avocado Panel, per sheet

1111=IN

BUILDER'S SUPPLY, INC.
WALNUT STREET

FULTON

472-1434

TIRE BUY
OFTHE YEAR

MICHELIN X
steel-belted radialtires!
PRE-VACATION SELL-A-BRATION

FORDS-CHEVYS-PLYMOUTHS

all makes—all models—all sizes!
PRICES START
AS LOW AS

$3600
175-13

•economy—
Michelin X gives you economy
you never thought you'd get
from a tire! They roll easier,
use less energy. Actually last
at least twice as long as con.
ventional tires.

•safety—
Michelin X steel-cords give
highest degree of safety against
punctures—test-proven for
highspeed safety at 115 mph.

•construction—

Ask us about our easy budget terms!

Michelin X steelcord radial construction results in tires that
grip harder, track surer, and roll
easier with minimum scuffing
and distortion.

So MUCH
for so I
*****4
Only 5c
to rea
6,500

SATURDAY, MAY 30 10:00 A. M.
1=1IN MENNE

4 1/2 miles south of Fulton on Martin Highway
(US 45-E) — Watch for sale signs
Liquidating the property of Mrs. Jessie Harris of Fultcn
LIVING ROOM:2-piece walnut beige living room suite (hide-a-bed);
walnut book case, glass-top coffee table, handmade cedar chest; odd
chairs.
BEDRCOM: 3-piece walnut bedroom suite; mattress and springs;
marble-top dresser.
KITCHEN: General electric range; refrigerator; porcelain-top table;
cooking utensils, dishes, glassware.
DINING ROOM: Walnut table, 6 chairs; buffet; china cabinet; cedarlined sideboard.
MISCELLANEOUS: Linens, lamps, carpets, what-nots, sheet music,
books, hats, shoes, magazines. Spanish war medals, scrapbooks,
souvenirs, black milk-glass vases, old silver, wicker furniture and
other items.

Col. Hubert Ainley, auctioneer, Dukedom Tenn. Licensed,
bonded in Ky. and Tenn. No. 6. and Jimmy Harthcock

ONLY $100 HOLDS
YOUR SELECTION
DURING OUR ANNUAL

FOR SALE:
house, smoke I
house, poultr3
small barn loca
land, seven
Union City. II
and school bus;
top road. /f in
owner, 827 Easi
Union city. Te
NOTICE: to
ed items into
At
Broadway
Broadway Etre
'RENT Wheel
and other cony
CITY SUPER
St.
Fulton
WANTED: Per
full time en
vancement for
willing to work
perience will t
necessary. App
Scates Tire Ser
way 51, (Middli
Ky.

WAN'
Caro With E

TIRES!

NEW YORK—Nearly 74 million live fish and about 6 million
other animals were imported
into the United States last year.
Among them were 1,393,970 rep-

13134 S A

City Ti
101 W. St
Fulton -

NKET LAYAWAY
It's blanket layaway time again . . . and we have a wonderful selection of regular and thermal weaves in beautiful colors and printed patterns.
Choose now at our low, low prices!

NOW!Chatham Fiberwoven and Thermal

Polyester Blend
Nylon-Bound Blankets
in 6 Matching Colors
''AVON"
REGULAR WEAVE

"AVONAIRE"
THERMAL WEAVE

99

$ 99
A napped Flberwoyen blanket
blended of 60% rayon, 30% Pusmy' polyester and 10% Acrylic
fibers In shades of rose, blue.
gold; green, orange, white and
lilac. Fiber-fixed for lasting beauty. Contrasting 100% nylon jewel
tone binding. 72.90 inches.

58% Rayon -42% Polyester
LIGHTWEIGHT BLANKETS

Imported In 1969

serviceable solid color blanket $
by Chatham in five colors . . .
pink, green, blue, gold and lilac.
72x90 inches. Nylon binding.
A

99

A napped thermal weave blowiest
blended of 40% Purrey• polyester,
35% rayon and 25% cotton fiber
fixed for lasting beauty. libt
rose, blue, geld,
color dmices .
greets, orange, white end
Nylon jewel.tone binding. 72x90"

Polyester-Rayon-Cotton
THERMAL BLANKETS
Irregulars of Chatham quality. $
40% Purrey* polyester, 35% rayon and 25% cotton in assorted
solid colors ... and white. Nylon
binding. 72x90 Inches. leg. TM

99

All

•

WANTED

•performance—
Michelin X tires otter superior
cornering, superior braking, superior turnpike driving with no
wandering on straightaways.

PUBLIC SALE

CLASSII

Wheels 1

M or e than 137 academic
donors at UTM
scholarship
were honored at a banquet In the
ballroom
Center
University
Tuesday night.
Hosted by the UT Martin Office of Development, persons
attending the banquet represented alumni, friends, business
who
and corporations
firms
are devoting time, effort and
adsupport to the
financial
vancement of UTM.
Dr. Jack G. Mays, UTM viceohancellor, said, "The assistance of such forward thinking
citizens is vital if the scholarship needs of this rapidly expending institution are to be
filled."
Chancellor Archie Dykes emphasized the fact that all University of Tennessee campuses
rely on voluntary support through
Contributions
f o r
private
scholarships since the university cannot allocate tax revenues to the program.
In closing remarks, Chancellor
Dykes expressed appreciation to the donors on behalf of the UTM faculty, administration and the more than
138 scholarship recipients who
attended the university during
the 1969-70 academic year with
in private
the aid of $32,340
scholarship funds.
donors attendScholarship
ing from Oblen County were:
Dave Shatz, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Hollinger, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Graham, Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Sankey, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Timm,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Beach, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Guy, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Scudder, Mr. and Mrs.C.L.
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
John
Howard, Mr.and Mrs. Frank McCann, Mr. and Mrs. Walton B.
Crenshaw, all of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Red Bradford
of Kenton, Mr. and Mrs. O.C.
Berry and Pope and Mary Ida
Holmes of Troy.
Mr. Graham, a member of
the UTM
Development Committee,
spoke on behalf of
scholarship giving and explainad
the necessity
for funds
raised in this manner.

tiles.

ts gang
en found panty hose more fitting Mills Of Virginia, Inc.,
Girdle Sales Fall
there is
to the miniskirt mode, says a. out of business because
stretch
spokesman for a textile comp& too little demand for the
made,.
Va.
LOUISA,
— The rise ny that is going out of the busi- fabric it
of women's hemlines prompted ness.
Shop At Home
lowering of girdle sales as worn.
The spokesman said Fablock

Swarms of honey
bees. March 28 to
June is the swarm-

50% Polyester-50% Rayon
PRINTED BLANKETS

ing season, weather

Heavyweight with nylon binding. $
White ground with blue, gold and
rose screen printed floral designs.

permitting. I will pay

72)(90 Inches.

99

100% Purrey* Polyester
SOLID COLOR THERMALS
A soft, washable thermal by Chatham bound with long-lasting nylon. Warm in winter. . cool in
summer. Hot pink, blue, gold,
moss, whim, turquoise a n d
canary. 72x90 inches. la, TM

a small fee for them.

40,000 MILE GUARANTEE of actual tread wear
P0l0e4 eel neneel 0sed
-114140. pAeiselee tenors 40000 me lead 04 needs e wecemensene see
e5n4 neee,
len(0e. Pon ..4.00*.
epenelple evantreell 4 inno1W1 I,,e• reps., nr feed.,
*le nest. hie.
pow.d rooNer wet ,kr• I. Onnenle nelen! sad 4 ton1.00.01 Leen wee
4114 ....1e
,
ene.. eleeeeenti OW nen conweettel nne en pass.s.

Drive in for your Michelin X
tire SELL-A-BRATION—today!

Scates Tire Service, Inc.
FULTON, KY. 472-3531

MARTIN, TENN. 587-3866

Call 479-1733, South

POLYESTER-RAYON BLANKETS

Futon. People living

Schiffli Embroidered Nylon Binding

within 20 miles of
Fulton may call collect.

The "Elegance" by Chatham.$
Blended of 50% Purrey• polyester
and 50% rayon. FIBERWOVEN.
Excellent for gifts. White, pink,
blue, green and gold. 72x90
Inches. leg. TM

60% Polyester-40% Rayon
SCREEN PRINTED THERMALS
White grounds with rose, blue $
and gold screen printed floral designs. Nylon binding. Warm In
winter.
... cool In summer. 72x90
Inches.

Allen's Apiary
311 Mame, Street
South Fulton, TOMIMIONP

EXCELLENT GIFTS FOR MANY OCCASIONS

NIMMO4

Fulton. Ky.
ginia, Inc., ts going
because than is
nand for the striker'
At Home

Thursday, May 28, 1970

CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH,. . .

for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

A. M.
hway
of Fulicn

RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
St.
Fulton, Ky.

and springs;

WANTED: Person interested in
full time employment. Adancement for a person who is
willing to work and learn. Experience will help but is not
necessary. Apply in person to
Scates Tire Service, Inc., highway 51, (Middle road), Fulton,
Ky.

Dinet; cedar-

sheet music.
scrapbooks,
irniture and

WANTED!
Can With Square Tires
s

Licensed,
Rarthcock

V)
OP
I

r
1

CO
I

TIRES TRUER')I

Wheels Balanced(

HOLDS
ION
'NUM
(AY

DRIVERS ARE NEEDED
Train now to drive semi-truck
through facilities of class-one
carriers; local or over thg
road. For application and personal interview, call 615-4243439. or write United Systems,
Inc., Safety Dept., Terminal
Bldg., 404 Arlington Avenue,
Nashville, Tennessee, 37210.

WHEELS ALIGNED/
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Ph. 479-2741 .

FULTON, Ky.,
- Announcement is made today of
the marriage of Miss Betty
Proctor and Tony Ray Daniels
on Thursday. April 30, at Hickman.
Miss Proctor is the daughter
of Mrs. M. B. Proctor, South
Fulton and the late Rev. Proctor. The bridegroom's mother is
Mrs. Eva Mae Daniels of Fulton.
The Rev. John M. Statham of
Hickman w a s the officiating
minister at the mid-afternoon
.- :eremcmy.
The only attendants were Miss
Beverlyn LeCornu and Glenn
Ray Moss.
The bride wore a streetiength dress of yellow crepe,
fashioned in Empire style, with
a lace jacket.
She is a 1970 graduate of South
Fulton High School and is employed at the Country Boy's
Drive-1n.
Mr. Daniel attended Fulton
High School and is serving in
be U.S. Army.

7.71.14
8.25 x 14

• More than 8.000 gripping
edges give good traction to

,11

$70.95

4th Tire
FRU
4111 Tire
5.60 x 15
$57.00
MI:111
C11=1 PRUE
40 Tire
7.75015
MCIMICOMIIM Pitt
4111 71,0
8.25 x 15
$0.15
I
FREE
=CM=
4111 TIno
8.55 x 15
1111211:11ME HUE
11.00 a 15 $31.10
$34.40 $10320 411S-71,1
FREE
8.59, 14

Start-Stop -rain or shine
USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM:
Because of an expected heavy demand for
Goodyear tires. we may run out of some
sizes during this offer, but we win be
happy to order your sloe tire at the advertised price and issue you a rain check
for tutu re delivery of the merchandise.

HURRY SALE ENDS SAT NIGHT

1Vn 1111111 II
WHITEWALLS
AND BLACKWALLS

USED
TIRES * 00
AS LOW AS

•Many sires
available
MISS ANN BOYD THOMAS
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Ann Boyd
Thomas and John Owen Fleming
is announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Elwood Thomas
of 610 Usher Street, Mayfield.
Parents of the future bridegroom
are Mr. and Mrs. John N. Fleming Jr. of Route 4, Hickman.

•Ideal for use
on a second car

7

ik

BUY NOW

$217
$2.33

TIRE

$2.53

FREE!

$1.75
$2.19
$2.36
$2.57
$2.87

2in1CareOfkr!

OILCHANGE itg.
LUBRICATI

50

No Fed Co. Tax
or Trade-rn needed

Mrs. Attie Thomas of Mayfield.
Mr. Fleming, a
of Fulton County
Is a student at
University where
ing In agriculture.

72 15 4th The
FRIE
The
$ 10.95 4th
Pill

Add $1 P'premium
Oil is used

THESE TIRES
SELL FAST

Our car care experts have the "know how" to make
%Wt.

1967 graduate
High School,
Murray State
he is major-

ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAY PLAN

He is the grandson of Mrs.
Owen Lacy of Route 4, Hickman
and
the late Mr. Lacy and of
The bride-elect, a 1967 graduate of Mayfield High School. the late Mr. and Mrs. John N.
is attending Murray State Uni- Fleming Sr. of Cayce.
versity.
The couple will exchange their
She is the granddaughter of vows June 28th at 2 o'clock in
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clifton Boyd of the afternoon in the First United
Mayfield and of the late Mr. and Methodist Church at Mayfield.

/1{.DSO

St;

FREE MOUNTING

your car run smoother and safer. Don't wait...

bring your car in today and take advantage of this
low price offer!
_

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!
100 WEST STATE LINE

FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHONE 472-1000

Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealer:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

SIMM$04•1110<711111.0.41=S041110.041M104Mposalle..semsosmemsqaikiseme.oems.osmoso.ani

so.awneemesesr)empoimeireem.osmes

}omor./().1....4)4M1.8)4=le

ALE-A-THO.
7.1
4

312 (OIL MATTRESS
312COIL BOX SPRING

it.•

'

4$60°°
BET BOTH MATTRESS AIM WV
SPRING AT THIS TERRIFIC LOW
PRICE) CONVENIENT TERMS!

VONAIRE"
tMAL WEAVE

499

6
5 Piece Maple biPette Formica Top
4 Captains Chairs 42x70 Table

312 COIL MATTRESSproviding comfortably firm rel...Ong
support. ,Ioner-anchored, superior
quality felt Layers and Insulating corn.
gowns- plus- beautifully designed
Quilted surface add an extra measure
of long wearing quality and comfort.
Crush resistant pre-built borders, convenie* tdrrling handles, completely
vented. Bat spring specifically uslined
for Winced, OHM aro; waren
ifohdri.

F. . . . ,.,. . . . ,. .,
20,000 BTU
COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONER

PER SET
MATTRESS

AND
BOX sPRINCi
FULL
R
TWIN SIZE

141111111m 4/=1.0.1=1110HEWN AMIN NNW

25 CUBIC FOOT
General Electric
I

CHEST FREEZERII

seMe..04M104

EUREKA

ALL CEDAR

9 x 12

Vacuum Cleaner

Cedar Chests

Lineoleum Rugs
$418

$34.95

$299.95...
I

plyestor
ERMALS

MI
CM
CM101111:11
1
MI
$77.55=
CMM
O
$59 95

• Tough Tufsyn rubber for
strength and long mileage

ear(

; Colors

$399

"MARATHON"
TIRE

WikRYfor rgree.f. 144,e',s
.
MAY
wmnioilmoe

Pis Fit
Blackwell
Whitewall
II Tel hr
Tubeless Regular
Regular Regular Regular 4th Tire Tire ee4
SIP
pact
Tires le
Price Price for Price Price fir
hails
loch 3 Tires
Each
3 Tires
boded
4th Tire
6 501 13
$5565
65 55 FREE
51.78
=
4th Tire
7.35 x 14
$2.04
$ 69 75 PItt

4-PLY
Collo NYLON

semmo.111111141e1IMPOSIMIS0411=4

lend
Ilankets

otton
IKETS

BIN THREE
4m TIRE FREE

Miss Proctor
Is Bride Of
Tony Daniels

termal

,•I.iono binding. 72"xislt"

AT
REGULAR
PRICE...

WE BUY used iturnittrre and
antilques. Broadway Auctacin
Theater, South Fulton, Tenn.

of regu-

I thermal weave Islealset
4 40% Purrey• polyester.
in end 25% cotton Motor lasting beauty. lb
rose, blue, geld,
a..
rang*, white end Mae.

Miss Thomas To Wed
John Fleming in June

FOR SALE: Good 7-room
FOR SALE: 43 acre farm
!house, smoke house, well and
3
4-mile
house, poultry house, and with house and water, /
small barn located on 1.4 acres east of Pilot Oak. Phone
land, seven miles north of 376-5378 after 5: p.
Union City. Has mail route MAN OR WOMAN to supply
and school bus; on good black- Consumers with Rawleigh Protop road. /1 interested contact ducts. Earn $60 weekly part
owner, 827 East Church Street, time, $100 and up full itme.
Union City. Tenn
Contact
Milton Babcock
NOTICE: turn your unwant223 East Main St.
ed items into cash. Contact
Freeport, Ill. 61032
Broadway Auction 'Theater,
Phone 815-232-4161
Broadway Street, South Fulton.

hide-a-bed);
✓ chest; odd

in-top table;
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I

i i

$45.00

00.gmatoomigaomeowommesompiewmpegol

501 DUPONT NYLON CARPETING . . $4.99 Square Yard

$699

Rayon
IERMALS

$699

JAMISON SOFA

FA°40"

ior

10145

./."

(16E1
r
nbts

4
?

SLEEPER
1,11SO
Vinyl letibt-ies

ith

nnerspeitig MdtCress
341=1.04M1.0.1MoorlIP4340...0411U0.1MR.O.S=INFUMPOiNIMOCKROMM34M11.04=

.4FilM=11,f13.410.11/4

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 28, 1970
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ARTIN HI-WAY SOUTH FULTON

Vol. 11 Illustrated World Encyelopedia on sale this week

South Fulton
Teunesse

$1.99

CECIL'S
10011 stvue
:
BAcogv
o
i
v
,
H
.
O
N2LBS
49c
(RISC
BMISSALIBERCTYSOLICEDN
79t
2
EGGS
Ft,. Rs
27r
100
PORK &BEANSovcL
4
Mr. Maddox To Claim
59
ROAS
PEACHES
Bride
Grace Oliver As
49
BISCUITS 38c/%25 HAMBURGER
894 1/4 PORK LOIN 69t
DRINil
mILK iPig Sale I mutton
59
STORE HOURS

SUNDAY
9 am.
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.- 81
8 am.-9
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
We Redeem USDA Food Stamps

ALL VEGETABLE SHORTENING

MISS DIXIE SLICED

WITH
COUPON
3
LB•
CAN

GRADE "A" MED

WITH
COUPON

LB.

°
9

D°Z

‘40

S. INSPECTED

SHOWBOAT

I
.

WHOLE
LB.

RECEIVES READING AWARD— Mrs. Ernest Jenkins of the
Pierce-Harris Community Club received an award for reading
the most books at the Achievement Day program held
recently. Congratulating Mrs. Jenkins is Mrs. Ezra Sanders
of the Ethridge-Cloverdale
Club, named
one of the three
top club women in the county.

US CHOICE CHUCK

SACRAMENTO

No. VI
2 1/2
Cans

FIRST
CUT

BALLARD & PILLSBURY

FRESH GROUND

LB.

3 LB. PKG or MORE

La

ENDS & CENTER CHOPS MIXED

Plus Deposi

ALL REG. SOFT

6 Bottle
Cartons

LB.

MISS LIBERTY BREAD

White Round Top

2-14-oz.

Loaves

Sandwich

Se

25c

White Round Top 20-oz. Leave

24.oz. Loaves 3 For 99c

I

8 count pkg.

Hamburger Byns

29c

Pkg.

Hot Dog Buns

Brown and Serve Rolls

29c

Pkg.

of 134.Sc

Young Pigs, 90-100 lbs.
Hind
1
Fore
Qtr. lb
Qtr. lb.

SWEET
ALL BRANDS
HALF GAL.

V

BAKE MASTER

CHICKEN of SEA

More Illiterate
In India

Mr. and Mrs. Nicola Picarello
of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Mr. Maddox graduated from
Fulton High
School, attended
Murray State University, and
now attends Paducah Tilghman
Area Vocational School.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Beatrice Montgomery of Gleason
and the late Thomas Bedford
Montgomery and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Siegler Maddox
of Dresden.
The couple will exchange their
vows June 27th at 3 o'clock In
the afternoon in the Immaculate
Conception Catholic Church,
All friends and relatives are
invited.

Lightning Kills
600 A Year

CHICAGO—More than 600 peoNE.I DELHI—India today has ple are killed and about 18,000
about SIO million illiterates, 100 homes are struck by lightning
million more than 20 years ago. each year.

Fulton, Ry.

390

SOUTHERN BELLE

Gaint
Pkg.

LB.

Old Fashioned Large

DUNCAN HINES

Chunk
oz.

by

ste
ick
th
lb

Can

BAMA PRESERVES

JIF PEANUT

12-oz
I
JAR
:s.............
-iro..............r._................._....I...,,__r._._...
:
,_..........._..._.__rorrn,

I

TURNER'S ICE

v
1

1 FOLGER'S

Half
Gal.

LB
CAN

Salad Bowl Salad

i

Liquid
Purex
Hall
Gal.

MEAT PIES 5.11-oz. pies $1

Morton's Meat
DINNERS 11-oz. size 49c

'um"- .4.1.1".. 'II"- .461111.. ...".P.- .1161wCIC."111"E BERG

Qt.
Jar

Bay Family)lle Store

490

lb.

REELFOOT SMOKED

DETERGENT

BAG

MISS GRACE OLIVER

Fore

55
FLOUR Z5irAG1189 OIL 13,o8t ol: IYG FRANKS 49
39N
5
79 PICNICS 3
TIDE
MEAL
TuNA s6tv; 39t
BOLOGNA
9c
Cake Mix Iv 3
39 Strawberry;1 c-cm 49tijEiNCIAiiYONES 9c
Butter
ILK i Coffee 1 Bleach
9(
35 IA
3
...._ .................... ------V7VA
Dressing 490 TOWELS 3
LETTUCE
4
45
c
THEINMINS Doz. 39c
FrenchFries fa.4- 3C LGOLDEN
TISSUE
390
Detergent
PIES 4
NamnPaEs
$169
TREET
90 JUICE 6 9e iiiiTATOES
BLUE SEAL

Announcement of the engageNorma
ment of Miss Grace
Oliver and Phillip Warren MadMr.
and
made
today
by
is
dox
Mrs. George Allen Oliver of
623 Harrison Street, parents of
the bride-elect. The prospective
bridegroom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Vincent
of
Highlands, Fulton. His father
was the late Warren G. Maddox
of Gleason.
Miss Oliver, a graduate of
Union City High School, is employed as bookkeeper for Oilday & Wade Inc.
Her grandparents were the
late Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Allen
of Rams and the late
Oliver

it

Hind
Qtr. lb.

-411•1111w wino. Alai

-41111811
.AMP. -01811Mw

mit

CRISCO

mn

390

490

walltew

weinow

I

'ItUO114J'
13CS) $11

Garden Delight, Frozen

WALDORF

-411.3w '11111". "111.11w .4...w .4.1•P'
'

HLEAILG)E19

0% 0% A

Rolls

SWEETHEART LIQUID

PET RITZ CREAM

32-oz
bottle

14-oz
Pies

LB.

IGA FROZEN ORANGE

ARMOUR

FANFARES
Tint-Able In Over 700
Colors To Match
Those Special
Occasional

12-oz
can

6-oz
cans

(save 30c,
,sr.mmiliendrirriv cou
Irr"Ar i.
-117;17Fru'r
Th?rii-14;317P;17.
e2grArA.M1
ogy
nararrn
mrss DIXIE SLICED
GRADE "A" MEDIUM

1 CRISCO
141
15

1
4

0
1
0

3lb.can
dollar order

49cfl.k
required for all-3—

With This Coupon and $go
.OT
Additional Purchase. Excluding
Dairy and Tobacco Products.

k

2 dozen ___ 49c I BACON
EGGS
2 Iabs. _ 79c
lb dollar order required for all 3 coupons.
15 dollar order required for all coupons.

bag

4r/rAsser.irarsesswaromisurArAvAir
Liberty Coupon (Save 20c)
Instant Maxwell House
41

COFFEE 10-oz.jar _ $1.25

With This Coupon and $5.00
With Coupon and $5.00 AddiWITH THIS COUPON
Additional Purchase. Excluding
tional purchase. Excluding Tab.
Coupon Void After Juno Ind
Dairy and Tobacco Products.
and Dairy Products.
Couoon Void After June 2nd
"ArIKIAIMAPAPAMIIIIIIIIIIIMIP%
,
"" void
"
sr Jun.1
IWAVAIAIIrAltaWIPIVAIII/AirAWAI/Aksuror.o.SssiesnYsit AftwitsciaitAwaranskrAm c"

k

3
4

